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SECTION 1:  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The annual assessment of municipal budgets and Integrated Development Plans 

(IDPs) by provincial governments is essential. The importance of this assessment is 

stipulated in Chapter 5 of the Local Government Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 

(MSA), the MSA Regulations and the Local Government Municipal Finance 

Management Act 56 of 2003 (MFMA). Provincial assessments afford the provincial 

sphere of government an opportunity to exercise its monitoring and support role to 

municipalities as stipulated by the Constitution. In addition, the assessments provide 

an indication of the ability and readiness of municipalities to deliver on their 

legislative and Constitutional mandates. 

This report encapsulates comments by the Western Cape Provincial Government on 

the draft 2015/16 MTREF Budget, 2015/16 reviewed Integrated Development Plan 

(IDP) and Spatial Development Framework (SDF).  

The assessment covers the following key areas: 

 Outstanding findings from previous LG MTEC 3 engagements; 

 Conformance with the MFMA, MSA & Municipal Budget and Reporting 

Regulations (MBRR); 

 Responsiveness of draft budget, IDP and SDF; and  

 Credibility and sustainability of the Budget 

The MBRR A-Schedules, budget documentation, IDP and SDF submitted by the 

Municipality are the primary sources for the analysis. The quality of this assessment 

report therefore depends on the credibility of the information contained in the 

documents submitted by the Municipality. 

The Provincial Government plans to meet the executives of your Municipality on 

5 May 2015 where the key findings and recommendations of this report will be 

presented and deliberated upon. The planned engagement will contextualise the 

Municipality‟s challenges and responses as taken up in the draft budget, IDP, LED, 

SDF and various other strategies and plans. 

An overview of the detailed assessment is set out below to provide the Municipality 

with a synopsis from each of the main sections of the report.  
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Outstanding findings from previous LG MTEC 3 engagements 

The Municipality tabled a deficit budget for 2015/16, the budget is however funded 

over the MTREF as required by the MFMA Section 18(1). 

Conformance with the MFMA, MSA & Municipal Budget and Reporting Regulations 

(MBRR) 

The Municipality submitted the Excel Budget Tables A1 to A10 without formulas. 

The Budget Supporting Document SA18 does not align to the 2015 DoRB, the MIG 

grant is overstated by R1 000 in SA18 and the Annual Draft Budget did not include a 

paragraph relating to the Mayors Report. 

The Policy relating to dealing with Infrastructure Investment and Capital projects was 

not submitted. 

The review of the Supporting Documentation indicated that: 

 SA9: Social Economics and Demographic Statistics were substantially completed 

with some missing information. 

 Minimal compliance on supporting Table SA33: List of External Mechanism. The 

municipality stated in the budget document (pg55) that there are two 

agreements in place. 

 

The following tables were more than 50 per cent completed, however, 

 Supporting Table SA8: Performance indicators and Benchmarks did not present 

the details on distribution losses. 

 Supporting Table SA36:  Detail Capital Budget - did not reflect the GPS 

Coordinates for capital projects, however SA36 was more than 50 per cent 

complete.  

Responsiveness of IDP, SDF and Budget 

The SDF does make reference to Spatial Planning Categories, but DEADP has yet to 

see the spatial depiction of these categories. It is the view of DEADP that the SDF is 

not necessarily promoting the optimal use of existing resources (resource efficiency) 

as it includes the option of scattered rural settlements of less than 500 households, 

being redeveloped to settlements of at least 500 households. The SDF speaks to the 

issue of global warming and the impact this will have on areas in dune systems, close 

to the shoreline, as well as low lying parts of the towns near floodplains. The SDF goes 
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on to spatially identify these areas of concern. Thus it could be argued that it 

addresses issues of spatial resilience.   

Most estuaries have draft EMPs in place. These draft EMPs need to be aligned with 

the National Estuarine Management Protocol and the Estuarine Management 

Framework. The Air Quality Management Plan was approved by council and is 

incorporated in the IDP. The Integrated Waste Management Plan (IWMP) has not 

been included in the IDP but parts of the plan have been highlighted and solid 

waste related projects have been included in the capital budget for 2014 – 2017. 

The IWMP is currently under review, incorporating DEADP‟s recommendations. 

Credibility and sustainability of the Budget 

The municipality has tabled a credible, sustainable and relevant budget amidst the 

severe pressures on the South African economy which in many instances translates 

into fiscal challenges for municipalities.  

A deficit budget of R3.28 million is projected for 2015/16 which shifts to surpluses in 

the outer years of the MTREF. The deficit is, however, due to non-cash items which 

are partially cash-backed from reserves.  

The municipality has demonstrated good technical proficiency in preparation and 

compilation of the budgets as required by the Municipal Budget Reporting 

Regulations and can easily progress to full compliance. 

The budget articulates the plight of the poor with adequate subsidies and rebates to 

indigents, poor households and pensioners. Major capital spending is appropriated 

towards infrastructure addressing the NDP priorities to accelerate economic growth, 

a reduction in inequality and to eliminate poverty.  However, the budget is not 

explicit on how it addresses backlogs. 

The Municipality has received a clean audit outcome for the second consecutive 

financial year which is indicative of sound corporate governance and financial 

management.  

The tabled budget is based on realistic budget assumptions and good budget 

planning which is also evident from the past budget performances results. 
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SECTION 2:  PREVIOUS UNRESOLVED LG MTEC FINDINGS 

2.1 IDP ANALYSIS 

2.2 BUDGET ANALYSIS 

Finding Action required Progress 

Incomplete Budget Table A10. Municipality to indicate 

projections in terms of access to 

basic service delivery in Table A10. 

Projections in terms of access 

to basic service delivery were 

submitted in the 2015/16 

Table A10. 

Policy relating to the Management 

and Disposal of Assets not submitted. 

Full completion of the policy 

related to the Management and 

Disposal of Assets. 

Management and Disposal of 

Assets are dealt with in the 

SCM policy submitted with 

the 2015/16 budget 

documents. 

Policy relating to the Long Term 

Financial Plan 

PT granted R400 000 to the 

municipality for the compilation of 

a Long Term Financial Plan. 

Long Term Financial Plan 

tabled in Council during 

March 2015 (forms part of the 

Integrated Strategic 

Development Framework.) 

The municipality tabled a deficit 

budget. 

To review and adopt the budget 

as per National Treasury 

guidelines. 

Municipality tabled a deficit 

budget for 2015/16; however 

planning over the MTREF 

reflects surpluses. 

 

  

Finding  Action required  Progress  

Performance Management System: 

The Performance Management 

System (PMS) should be directly and 

clearly linked to the implementation 

plan of the Municipality. While the 

final revised IDP for 2014-15 provides 

a clear table on providing feedback 

on the performance of the previous 

financial year, it is impossible to 

identify the performance targets that 

the Municipality has set for the 

organisation for the next financial 

year. 

 

In order to strengthen the 

monitoring and performance of 

service delivery within the 

Municipality, it is recommended 

that clear annual development 

indicators and realistic targets are 

set and included as part of the 

revised IDP for the next financial 

year. A clear distinction should be 

made between operational 

targets and actual tangible 

capital investment targets. 

Fully addressed 

Chapter 8 of the draft 

2015/16 Reviewed IDP reflects 

that the Municipality has a 

Top Layer SDBIP used a score 

card to measure, monitor, 

evaluate and report on 

institutional performance. In 

addition, the Municipal SDBIP 

reflects clear indicators and 

tangible targets. 
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SECTION 3:  COMPLIANCE REVIEW 

This section outlines the level of compliance with the preparation and submission of 

the IDP, draft SDBIP and the Annual Budget. 

3.1 THE DRAFT IDP 

No.  

Document 

description  Level of Compliance  Comments  

1.  The Draft IDP  Knysna Municipality‟s draft 2015/16 IDP Review is fully 

compliant with all legislative requirements. The IDP was 

tabled within the legislative timeframes as outlined in the 

Municipality‟s MFMA time schedule. In addition, the IDP 

was reviewed taking cognisance of the Municipality‟s past 

performance against set targets and in consideration of 

the changing circumstances in the Municipality. 

Fully 

Compliant 

3.2 THE ANNUAL BUDGET 

The Municipality failed to include the mayor‟s report in the draft budget report. 

Review of the Supporting documentation indicated that: 

 Distribution loss details were not completed on SA8; 

 The municipality indicated in the budget report that there are 2 agreements in 

place however this does not reflect on SA32: List of External Mechanisms; 

 The municipality failed to populate the operational costs as well as the outer year 

information on SA35; and 

 The GPS co-ordinates and ward locations were not presented on SA36. 

3.3 THE BUDGET RELATED POLICIES 

Non submission was observed for the following policies: 

 Cash Management and Investment Policy; Borrowing Policy; and Funding and 

Reserves Policy (not presented but the municipality does have these policies and 

has indicated that no amendments were proposed for tabling with the draft 

budget and should any amendments to the policies be considered, these will be 

approved in May with the final adoption of the budget).  

 Policy related to long-term financial planning (not presented but forms part of 

the ISDF (Integrated Strategic Development Framework). 

 Policy relating to dealing with infrastructure investment and capital projects. 
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3.4 THE DRAFT SDBIP 

Knysna Municipality prepared the draft SDBIP in line with MBRR 14 and MFMA 

Circular 13. Ward information on expenditure is noted, but no service delivery targets 

were included in the report. The municipality should include this outstanding 

component before approval of the final top layer SDBIP.    
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SECTION 4:  INTEGRATED PLANNING AND SPATIAL ANALYSIS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION  

The 2015/16 Draft Reviewed IDP was undertaken with a consideration of the 

following additional information: 

 Knysna Municipality‟s final adopted 2012 – 2017 five year IDP; 

 Knysna Municipality‟s final adopted Annual Reviewed IDPs for the 2013/14 and 

2014/15 financial years; 

 The LG MTEC 3 report on the Draft Reviewed 2014/15 Knysna Municipality‟s IDP; 

and 

 The final 2014/15 SDBIP and the draft 2015/16 SDBIP of Knysna Municipality. 

This approach was followed due to the fact that the Reviewed IDP of a municipality 

is not a stand-alone process; it forms part of wider, holistic and cyclical process of 

municipal planning (which includes objective and target setting), budgeting, 

implementation, monitoring, review and amendment. 

4.1.1 Specific findings on the current draft 2015/16 IDP  

The overall findings on the Draft Reviewed 2015/16 IDP of Knysna Municipality can 

be summarised as follows: 

 The municipality has a functional PMS in place which was approved and 

adopted by Council in October 2007. The PMS has been fully implemented at 

organisational, Section 57 and middle management level. All training has been 

completed in the compilation and evaluation of performance, as well as the use 

of the Ignite electronic system. 

 The municipality is commended on setting specific targets for providing access 

to free basic sanitation services for the 2013/14 financial year and furthermore for 

exceeding these targets. The draft 2015/16 IDP Review also indicates that basic 

service provision has been met and responds to the current sanitation backlogs. 

 The draft 2015/16 IDP Review comprehensively indicates the status and the 

progress of all the disaster management indicators and is viewed as an example 

of good practice. It indicates the institutional arrangements; specific risk 

reduction strategies, activities and projects; the results of the recent risk 

assessment undertaken in 2014; the annual revision of the Disaster Management 

Plan; and the importance of addressing developmental risks. 
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 Over and above this, the draft 2015/16 IDP Review is a concise, easy to read 

document that reflects a satisfactory level of planning within the Municipality. 

4.2 MUNICIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

4.2.1 Basic Service Provision 

The draft 2015/16 IDP Review indicates that the reviewed Water Services 

Development Plan (WSDP) was adopted in December 2014. Backlogs for water 

services are indicated and the standards for basic service provisions have been 

identified and achieved.  

The draft 2015/16 IDP Review has clearly identified the actions to address water 

challenges within the municipal service area, such as the upgrading of bulk services 

and infrastructure in Rheenendal, Karatara, and Sedgefield in order for the 

municipality to proceed with Human Settlements projects. The draft 2015/16 IDP 

Review reflects the Blue Drop status per system and the Municipality has strategies in 

place to achieve Blue Drop status by 2016. 

The municipality is commended on setting specific targets for providing access to 

free basic sanitation services for the 2013/14 financial year and furthermore for 

exceeding these targets. The draft 2015/16 IDP Review also indicates that basic 

service provision has been met and it indicates the current sanitation backlogs.  The 

draft IDP Review reflects that no systems in the Greater Knysna Municipal Area have 

Green Drop status. 

The municipality is commended on exceeding their targets of providing access to 

free electricity to 8 100 households in the 2013/14 financial year. The IDP indicates 

that the Municipality has an approved 5 year electricity master plan to improve the 

electrical infrastructure. 

Recommendations: 

 It is also recommended that the IDP indicates the Green Drop status per system 

of the Municipality as well as plans for improving the Green Drop status. 

 It is recommended that the Municipality reflect the latest (2014/15) information 

around performance on service provision for electricity, water and sanitation. 

4.2.2 Municipal Infrastructure Planning 

The municipality does not currently have an over-arching framework guiding all 

infrastructure-related sector plans; however, it does have sector master plans for the 

various infrastructure components.  The municipality is currently developing an 
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Integrated Strategic Development Framework (ISDF) which will become the 

strategic policy direction for future development. The municipality does not have an 

Infrastructure Investment Plan; however the IDP indicates that it would have been 

prepared during the previous financial year. 

Recommendation: 

It is recommended that the municipality reflect the status of the Infrastructure 

Investment Plan in the final 2015/15 IDP Review. 

4.2.3 Integrated Infrastructure Asset Management Plan  

The Operations and Maintenance (O&M) plans of the Municipality are generally 

unclear. Furthermore, it is not clear whether the organogram of the Technical 

Services Department adequately responds to the requirements of the O&M plans, or 

whether all critical posts directly involved in O&M are filled.  

Recommendations: 

It is recommended that the final 2015/16 IDP Review  indicates the status of the O&M 

plans of the municipality as well as the final 2015/16 IDP Review should furthermore 

align the technical organogram to O&M requirements, as well as indicate the status 

of O&M posts and any capacity constraints that exist in O&M. 

4.2.4 Infrastructure Grant Utilisation and Expenditure 

The municipality is commended for 100 per cent expenditure of their national grant 

allocations on a year on year basis.  The municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) 

expenditure is, in accordance with the Department of Co-operative Governance 

milestones and benchmarks, achieving 100 per cent expenditure. 

The final 2015/16 IDP Review shows clear indications of all projects to be 

implemented during 2015 to 2018 MTEF periods.  Some projects are multi-year 

projects which run over two consecutive years. The majority of the projects is 

registered as MIG projects and is in implementation ready. 

4.3 HUMAN SETTLEMENTS 

The final 2015/16 IDP Review reflects the housing backlog information and a map 

illustrating the demand distribution per settlement. 

The Municipality has clearly showed the understanding of provincial strategic 

direction and has also put forward key challenges experienced in their human 

settlements landscape. However, it would be useful for the final 2015/16 IDP Review 
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to reflect a more graphical representation of this strategic approach. The 

Municipality is commended for the inclusion of a progress report on their spatial and 

strategic documents with regards to the draft ISDF.  

The final 2015/16 IDP Review contains comprehensive information on human 

settlement pipeline projects but no specific indication of the current Department of 

Human Settlements (DHS) Business Plan targets except for the funding which is 

equally not the latest allocation in the Business Plan. 

Recommendation: 

 The housing pipeline must be reflected in a form that clearly illustrates alignment 

of the pipeline and Business Plan projects, targets and respective allocations. 

 It is recommended that the extract data of the housing backlog should be 

highlighted in the report and a strategic statement stating the importance of 

prioritising the most deserving from the backlog be included.  

4.4 DISASTER MANAGEMENT 

The draft 2015/16 IDP Review comprehensively indicates the status and the progress 

of all the disaster management indicators and is viewed as an example of good 

practice. It indicates the institutional arrangements; specific risk reduction strategies, 

activities and projects; the results of the recent risk assessment undertaken in 2014; 

the annual revision of the Disaster Management Plan; and the importance of 

addressing developmental risks. 

4.5 AGRICULTURE 

The Agricultural sector in the Knysna municipal area, as in most other areas of the 

Province, has shown a steady decline in terms of its contribution to the GDP from 

contributing 13 per cent in 2001 to contributing only 5 per cent in 2011. However, it is 

encouraging to note that the sector showed an increase in the employment figure 

by adding 25 jobs during the 2013 financial year (p31). The decline might also be 

associated with the fact that other sectors are developing at a faster pace than 

agriculture which is a common phenomenon affecting primary sectors. 

4.6 LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

The largest contributing sector to employment in the local economy (28 per cent of 

total employment in the formal sector) remains the wholesale and retail, catering 

and accommodation sector. 
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The majority of job losses took place in the construction sector (74) followed by the 

community, social and personal services (45) and the mining and quarrying sector 

(42). Most of these job losses took place in the semi and unskilled category. The 

number of people employed in the finance, insurance, real estate and business 

services increased by 91 people, followed by the wholesale, retail trade, catering 

and accommodation sector who employed 81 more people and the agricultural 

sector who increased their employment by 25 people. 

The draft 2015/16 IDP Review states that a comprehensive SWOT analysis was 

conducted in order to get a better understanding of the municipality, the 

environment wherein it functions and its capacity to pursue the new strategy. The 

analysis was also an important exercise to identify the critical areas for intervention 

over the IDP cycle. 

Furthermore, the draft 2015/16 IDP Review reflects that amounts of R3.59 million and 

R21 943 (Operational Expenditure) were allocated for LED interventions. 

Recommendation: 

That the Municipality indicates its role in facilitating the participation of economic 

stakeholders in achieving its economic objectives. 

4.7 SOCIAL SERVICES (HEALTH, EDUCATION, SAFETY AND SECURITY, CULTURAL 

AFFAIRS AND SPORT, SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, THUSONG) 

4.7.1 Cultural Affairs and Sport 

The draft 2015/16 IDP Review reflects that the community of Knysna is passionate 

about sport and places a high priority on the development of sports programmes. 

The upgrading of the facilities however, presents a huge challenge to the 

municipality as it competes for funds with other municipal priorities. Although two 

new sports facilities are planned for Rheenendal and White Location and a sports 

field in Sizamile is being upgraded, it is noted that more sports facilities are in need of 

upgrading. 

The municipality has established a sports council in 2014 to ensure the optimal 

development of sport in the municipality. This sports council will also liaise with DCAS 

with regard to financial and technical assistance. DCAS will also be approached to 

assist the municipality with the holding of a sports summit with the main focus being 

the development of a master sports plan for the area. 

The draft 2015/16 IDP Review reflects that libraries form part of the core recreational 

and social facilities and that there are no challenges. The growing number of library 
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users may necessitate the expansion of the service in the near future. The 

municipality recognises DCAS‟s contribution and support of the service.  In addition, 

the draft IDP indicates that the municipality is committed to maintaining its cultural 

and architectural heritage resources and is constantly developing Urban 

Conservation Guidelines and other strategies to this end. 

Recommendations: 

 The Municipality is encouraged to utilise its 15 per cent of the MIG for the 

development of sports infrastructure. 

 That, as a preferred tourist destination, it promotes sport tourism to further support 

its economic development. 

 The Municipality is encouraged to promote arts and culture activities amongst all 

its communities. 

4.7.2 Health 

The Knysna draft 2015/16 IDP Review presents up to date information and data in 

terms of health. Note is taken of the need for expanded health facilities (in terms of 

physical size of facility) in Rheenendal, Sedgefield and Karatara. 

4.7.3 Education 

The inclusion of the education specific statistics/data in the situational analysis and 

ward specific education data is commendable. In addition, the municipality is 

commended for the reflection of ward needs for learners identified such as learner 

transport, inadequate school libraries, etc. 

Furthermore, the draft 2015/16 IDP Review reflects community safety plans and how 

the municipality attempts to implement a host of events and campaigns with 

regards to scholar safety.  

4.7.4 Safety and Security 

The IDP reflects a community safety plan with clear objectives, activities and 

responsibilities. In Partnership with the municipality, the Department of Community 

Safety aims to set up a Memorandum of Understanding on its basket of services with 

the municipality.   
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4.7.5 Thusong 

The municipality acknowledges the value and impact of the Thusong Programme in 

the IDP but lacks the necessary funding to build a Thusong Centre or to establish a 

Thusong Zone.   

Recommendation: 

It is recommended that the municipality consider implementing Municipal outreach 

projects to ensure that the entire population can access services in the Municipal 

area.   

4.8 INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSFORMATION 

The approved structure of the organisation makes provision for six section 57 

positions; five of the six posts are filled. The Organisational Structure was reviewed 

and approved by Council in July 2014. The current vacancy rate within the 

Municipality is 27 per cent inclusive of unfunded posts. 

The municipality has a functional PMS in place which was approved and adopted 

by Council in October 2007. The PMS has been fully implemented at organisational, 

Section 57 and middle management level. All training has been completed in the 

compilation and evaluation of performance, as well as the use of the Ignite 

electronic system. 

Recommendations: 

The Municipality is encouraged to consider prioritising the identification and filling of 

key delivery positions.  

4.9 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION  

The Municipality has a Public Participation Policy but this is not reflected in the draft 

IDP. According to the draft IDP, ward committees played a pivotal role in respect of 

public participation. 

The draft 2015/16 IDP Review also reflects that ten community meetings were held 

during October 2014 and that a second round of public participation will be 

embarked on during April 2015. One of the main objectives of the second round of 

meetings would be to provide a progress report on significant projects implemented 

in the different wards and the municipality as a whole. Additionally, the draft IDP 

refers to Ward Committees as the statutory consultative forums in the public 

participation process of the IDP review. 
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4.10 ENVIRONMENTAL AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING ANALYSIS 

4.10.1 Spatial Development Analysis 

The assessment of spatial development and planning in Knysna Municipality aims to 

test whether the Spatial Development Framework (SDF), being a core component of 

the IDP, links with the IDP, with specific reference to the alignment of the budget 

allocation within the IDP to the capital investment/implementation framework of the 

SDF; as well as whether the budget is spatially depicted in the IDP.  

Furthermore, a key shift in focus in terms of the assessment is the shift in not only 

looking at the quality of the SDF in terms of content, but to consider the actual 

performance/implementation in terms of the spatial and development imperatives 

set out in the SDF. While in this regard the new Spatial Planning and Land Use 

Management Act (SPLUMA), which will come into effect in 2015, has refined some of 

the performance areas in terms of SDFs, most of these areas have been required by 

the existing planning legislation since 2001. Moving forward it will be incumbent 

upon evaluations such as this to assess progress regarding the physical 

implementation of Spatial Justice (incl. settlement restructuring), Spatial Sustainability 

(incl. how Critical Biodiversity Areas (CBAs) and Ecological Support Areas (ESAs) are 

taken into account in terms of SDF amendments and land use decision making), 

Efficiency (incl. resource-use efficiency) and Spatial Resilience (incl. Climate Change 

Mitigation and Adaptation). 

The SDF is reflected in the IDP. It is however confusing as to why a map from the 2008 

SDF is included, when maps from the 2015 draft SDF could have been used.  The 

section on the SDF very clearly sets out which of the major social facilities are 

required within the municipality.  

The Draft 2 December 2014 SDF does not contain an implementation 

framework/capital investment framework. It is therefore not possible to state whether 

or not the budget allocation in the IDP is aligned to this.  

There is no spatial depiction of the budget in the IDP Review. There are maps 

showing “Capital Projects" per ward in 2014/2015. It is assumed that these maps 

show actual expenditure, rather than desired expenditure.  If this is the case, then 

the spatial mapping of actual expenditure (at least to the level of the ward), is a 

step in the right direction.    

A concerning aspect of the SDF, which impacts on both Spatial Justice and Spatial 

Sustainability, is the apparent inclusion of “Secondary Growth Nodes” and how they 

can exist outside the urban fabric in the form of Neighbourhood Developments, 

Clustered Developments or Regional Centres. DEADP does not support the formation 
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of any new growth nodes outside of existing settlements, largely because of the long 

term financial strain that these nodes place on the municipality and other spheres of 

government to provide services and facilities. The SDF does make reference to 

Spatial Planning Categories (SPC‟s), but DEADP has yet to see the spatial depiction 

of these categories. (There is a map showing the "Desired spatial form for Knysna 

Municipality", but because there is no key attached, it is not known if this is a spatial 

depiction of the SPC's, which would speak to Spatial Sustainability.) A map showing 

the proposed ecological corridors is included in the SDF.  

It is the view of DEADP that the SDF is not necessarily promoting the optimal use of 

existing resources (resource efficiency) as it includes the option of scattered rural 

settlements of less than 500 households, being redeveloped to settlements of at least 

500 households. Given the limited municipal budget, any development in these 

small "scattered rural settlements" would mean taking funds away from the 

established settlements. Increasing the size of these scattered rural settlements 

would also not necessarily increase their viability. Knysna Municipality approved an 

SDF in 2008. The SDF review is in its final stage, as part of the Integrated Strategic 

Development Framework. Until the SDF is finalised and approved it is not possible to 

say if it complies with the regulatory process and content requirements. 

Evidence of alignment with neighbouring municipalities does not come through in 

the SDF, and therefore needs to be strengthened.  

4.10.2 Spatial Development Framework 

The most recent draft SDF (2 December 20014) does not contain an implementation 

framework. It is therefore not possible to state whether or not the budget allocation 

in the IDP is aligned to this. There is no spatial depiction of the budget in the IDP 

Review.  

The SDF speaks to the issue of global warming and the impact this will have on areas 

in dune systems, close to the shoreline, as well as low lying parts of the towns near 

floodplains. The SDF goes on to spatially identify these areas of concern. Thus it could 

be argued that it addresses issues of spatial resilience.   

Most estuaries have draft EMP's in place. These draft EMP's need to be aligned with 

the National Estuarine Management Protocol and the Estuarine Management 

Framework. Air Quality Management Plan was approved by council and is 

incorporated in the IDP. The IWMP has not been included in the IDP but parts of the 

plan have been highlighted and solid waste related projects have been included in 

the capital budget for 2014 – 2017. The IWMP are currently under review, 

incorporating DEADP‟s recommendations. 
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Biodiversity management 

No CBAs or ESAs assigned to SPCs, only limited categories associated with core and 

secondary conservation areas. In terms of the IDP review (2015/16) CBAs and ESAs 

are identified as the best scientific information to be used in order to conserve 

Knysna Municipality‟s biodiversity resources. The CBAs and ESAs are also spatially 

identified on a map. It is important that the municipality ensure biodiversity 

alignment between the SDF and IDP, and ensure that biodiversity projects are 

reflected in the IDP to ensure the allocation of a budget. 

Climate change 

In terms of mitigation, Knysna Municipality has an approved Electricity Master Plan in 

place, which currently looks at actual requirements on the ground.  They have 

noted that although they do not have a specific plan around renewable energy, 

they are supportive of approaches and programmes that are appropriate for the 

region.  Knysna Municipality is working with the district municipality on a Waste-to-

Energy programme and has initiated the roll-out of SWHs, but this has been delayed 

until the national low-pressure rebate has been implemented again.  The exploration 

of sustainable alternative energy sources has also been identified as an IDP 

programme. The Integrated Transport Plan (ITP) is currently under review by the 

municipality and will be focusing on non-motorised transport and public transport 

improvements.       

In terms of adaptation: The development of a Climate Change Adaptation Strategy 

has been highlighted as a priority for the IDP.  The Integrated Strategic Framework 

that is being developed for the municipality will include a Strategic Environmental 

Assessment, which will seek to find ways in which to adapt to the effects of climate 

change on an operational and strategic level. The potential impacts of climate 

change are strongly highlighted in the Disaster Management Section of the 

document.  The Disaster Management Plan has been approved and is reviewed 

annually. The Water and Sewer Master Plans are currently under development, the 

water plan includes considerations around supply and the potential impacts of 

climate change on water supply.  The Water Services Plan has been approved and 

implementation will now be taking place.     

4.10.3 Coastal management  

Access strips have been designated in terms of the municipal zoning schemes. 

Designation of these strips in terms of Integrated Coastal Management Act (ICMA) 

will be addressed in the Coastal Management Plan (CMP), which is currently in draft 

form. After finalisation of the CMP, DEADP will assist Knysna Municipality with 

designation of the coastal access land in terms of the ICMA where required. DEADP 
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will also review the draft CMP to ensure alignment between provincial and national 

CMPs. It is important that the municipality ensure that CMP projects are included in 

the IDP, as budget only gets allocated to projects listed in the IDP; no budget 

therefore means no implementation. 

Delineation of the Coastal Management Line (CML) is in process to be initiated by 

DEADP. After finalisation of the Coastal Management Line (CML) project, the CML 

will be adopted/gazetted by the MEC and go through another public participation 

process. Knysna Municipality, in consultation with DEADP will delineate the CML in its 

zoning scheme. 

Public launch sites are identified and submitted to DEADP for consideration. The 

public participation process has closed and DEADP will engage further with the 

municipality for final listing to be adopted by the MEC. No EMPs have been finalised 

and adopted, however, most estuaries have draft EMPs in place. These draft EMPs 

need to be aligned with the National Estuarine Management Protocol and the 

Estuarine Management Framework. This can only be determined after the review 

process. 

4.10.4 Air quality management  

Knysna Municipality does have an Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP). A 

designated air quality officer has been appointed, and as part of the AQMP 

requirements, an air quality by-law has been adopted. The AQMP has been 

incorporated into the municipality‟s Integrated Development Plan (IDP) and meets 

content requirements listed in Section 16 of the NEM: AQA.  Through coordination by 

Eden District Municipality, Knysna Municipality provides information for input into the 

Western Cape State of Air Report. Ambient Air Quality Monitoring is not being 

monitored by the Municipality. Awareness raising campaigns have been 

implemented by Knysna Municipality with the assistance of the Eden District 

Municipality. 

4.10.5 Waste management 

The Municipality provides services to all households in urban areas including informal 

settlements and they have access to a weekly refuse removal service. The 

municipality provides free basic service for 1 207 indigent household with support via 

the Municipality‟s Indigent Policy. The municipality has not submitted an Annual 

Report as per section 13(3) of the Waste Act; hence DEADP is unaware of the status 

regarding the implementation of their IWMP. DEADP has provided feedback to the 

municipality on the assessment of their IWMP. Their plan does meet the content 

requirement of the Waste Act; however the MEC has not yet endorsed the plan. 

DEADP is waiting for a proof of council resolution for their 2nd generation IWMP. The 
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IDP review does not specify the waste management targets and indicators, and no 

budget allocation for waste management is reflected in the IDP. No waste 

information data has been reported on the Integrated Pollutant and Waste 

Information System (IPWIS) by Knysna Municipality.  

Information Management 

All waste management facilities that do not have weighbridges must use the Waste 

Calculator and submit the Waste Calculator spreadsheets to DEADP by the 7th of the 

new month for the previous month. All waste management facilities that have 

weighbridges must submit their weighbridge reports to DEADP on a monthly basis by 

the 7th of the new month for the previous month. All operational waste management 

facilities need to register on IPWIS and report their waste types and quantities online 

in accordance with Annexure 1 of the Waste Information System regulations. IPWIS 

online waste reports need to be completed from January 2014 to date. Municipal 

Waste Facilities should request their service providers (recyclers) to register on IPWIS. 

This should be done to ensure that you report on Waste Diverted from Landfill and 

also to provide an indication where waste is diverted to. Drop off facilities must be 

registered as a recycling /recovery activity on IPWIS. 

Waste Management Compliance and Licensing 

Knysna Municipality have 2 licensed WDFs operating for closure within 5 year period 

that is only receiving garden waste and builder‟s rubble and 1 transfer station. The 

municipality also has a licensed builder‟s rubble and garden waste facility as well as 

a recycling facility in Sedgefield. The overall operational compliance is moderate, 

where recent licensed facilities need to adhere to licence conditions in terms of 

footprint and occupational health and safety of workers. The municipality does not 

conduct internal and external audits to improve the conditions at the facilities. 

Waste Minimisation and Policy  

There are five swop shops covering the following areas: Sinethemba, Khayalethu, 

Hornlee swopshop, Seven Passes in Rheenendal and Smutsville. The swop shops are 

NGO initiatives which the municipality supports by means of transport for the 

recyclables as well as containers from which the swop shops are operated. A split 

bag pilot for the separation of waste at source covers 99 households in Smutsville. All 

other formal residential areas practice separation at source through a three bag 

system. Recycling bins are available outside the Knysna Recycling Facility. The 

chipping of green waste takes place at the two green waste facilities. Informal 

composting and a home composting project takes place in Karatara. 70 Green 

Genie bins were placed at 70 households. The municipality supply composting bins 

and composting information to crèches for the „Greening Crèches‟ project. 
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Containers, with a capacity of a 1 000 litres, were provided for the recovery of used 

oil at the Knysna Transfer Station. The used oil containers and service is sponsored by 

the ROSE Foundation. There is also an e-waste recovery container placed at the 

Transfer Station for households and businesses. The e-waste container is sponsored 

by Valley Containers. The municipality collected chemicals from schools for the safe 

transport and disposal of hazardous waste. Waste days sponsored by Mabone are 

utilised to create awareness and to collect e-waste. The municipality has a 2006 

published by-law which is not aligned to NEMWA which needs to be amended 

accordingly.  
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SECTION 5:  ASSESSMENT OF THE BUDGET RESPONSIVENESS  

5.1 SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACT & ALLOCATIVE EFFICIENCY 

5.1.1 Introduction 

This section examines if the tabled 2015/16 MTREF Budget is responsive from an 

economic and socio-economic perspective and whether the municipality is able 

from its limited resources to meet the legitimate expectations of the community for 

services. It further aims to test the allocative efficiency of the budget which in 

essence means that “expenditures should be based on government priorities and on 

effectiveness of (public) programmes. The budget system should spur reallocation 

from less to higher priorities and from less to more effective programmes”. 

5.1.2 Socio-economic context of Municipality 

1Current projections of global and national growth for 2015 suggest that slow 

economic growth is expected to persist. The Western Cape economy is forecast to 

grow at 2.1 per cent in 2015, and on average 2.7 per cent over the 2014 – 2019 

period. Key recent economic developments at a macro level include the decline in 

oil prices, depreciation in the exchange rate and the recent moderation of the 

inflation rate which impact on national and regional growth prospects. 

Key risks include energy supply constraints, and the resultant impact of lower investor 

confidence. The implication of the weak economic environment is a more 

constrained fiscal outlook, which has translated into expenditure reductions and tax 

proposals as highlighted in the National budget which requires a strong emphasis on 

balancing public finances while also targeting initiatives to support inclusive 

economic growth and job creation. 

Table 1 Socio-Economic Overview 

2001 2011 2013

Average 

Annual 

Growth

2001 2011 2001 2011

GDP        

(R in 

Millions)

GDP Per 

capita 

2013

Real GDP-

R Growth 

(2000-

2013)

2011 2012 2011 2012

Eden District 454 919 574 265 587 564 2.2% 23.4 22.5 31.2 29.3 20362 34655 5.3% 0.71 0.71 0.57 0.57

Kannaland 23 975 24 767 24 932     0.3% 13.9 17.3 19.6 22.7 716 28703 5.7% 0.66 0.65 0.57 0.58

Hessequa 44 108 52 642 53 511     1.6% 14.0 14.1 19.8 18.5 1057 19749 1.1% 0.70 0.70 0.54 0.54

Mossel Bay 71 498 89 430 92 364     2.2% 24.7 22.9 32.5 29.9 5651 61186 7.8% 0.75 0.74 0.55 0.55

George 135 402 193 672 199 064   3.3% 27.8 20.7 34.5 27.6 6149 30889 4.2% 0.71 0.71 0.56 0.56

Oudtshoorn 84 691 95 933 95 955     1.0% 33.7 25.3 43.4 35.9 2297 23940 3.9% 0.66 0.66 0.57 0.58

Bitou 29 180 49 162 51 294     4.8% 26.3 30.1 33.4 37.9 1662 32411 7.9% 0.71 0.71 0.63 0.63

Knysna 51 475 68 659 70 444     2.6% 28.3 24.8 35.1 32.3 2507 35593 6.0% 0.73 0.73 0.57 0.57

Gini coeffient

Municipality

Population size 
Unemployment 

Rate (%)

Youth 

Unemployment 

(%)

GDP (2013)

Human 

Development 

Index

 

Source: STATS SA, Global Insight, Department of Social Development 

                                                           
1 Western Cape Government Budget Overview of the Provincial Revenue and Expenditure, 2015. 
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Population: In 2013, Knysna had the fourth highest population size in the Eden District 

consisting of 70 444 persons. The average population growth of Knysna (2.6 per cent) 

is on par with that of the Province (2.6 per cent) and significantly faster than the 

District growth rate of 2.2 per cent per annum.  

Employment: In 2011, Knysna‟s unemployment rate of 24.8 per cent was slightly 

higher than the District‟s 22.5 per cent. As with all the other local municipalities in the 

District, at 32.3 per cent, Knysna Municipality‟s youth unemployment rate is a few 

percentage points higher than the overall unemployment rate. 

HDI: The HDI of Knysna Municipality measured 0.73 in 2012 which indicates that 

human development (education, health, nutrition, gender, etc.) in the municipal 

area is relatively high but can still improve. 

Gini coefficient: With respect to the Gini coefficient, Knysna measures the third 

highest levels of inequality (0.57) in the Eden District municipal area. 

Table 2 Access to Housing and basic services  

Regional area 

Water Sanitation Energy Refuse Removal Housing 

2011 2013 2011 2013 2011 2013 2011 2013 2011 2013 

Eden 95.2% 95.2% 85.2% 85.1% 91.0% 89.4% 86.4% 86.5% 84.4% 84.1% 

Kannaland 94.2% 94.2% 74.7% 74.7% 89.4% 89.4% 65.9% 66.0% 96.8% 96.8% 

Hessequa 97.5% 97.5% 90.5% 90.4% 94.8% 94.8% 78.7% 78.9% 94.5% 94.4% 

Mossel Bay 95.4% 95.4% 90.6% 90.5% 93.8% 93.7% 92.6% 92.7% 86.3% 86.1% 

George 96.1% 96.1% 88.0% 87.9% 91.1% 91.0% 88.1% 88.2% 84.5% 84.3% 

Oudtshoorn 94.3% 94.3% 80.4% 80.4% 85.0% 85.0% 77.8% 78.0% 89.2% 89.2% 

Bitou 92.4% 92.4% 83.8% 83.7% 94.0% 94.0% 87.7% 87.8% 73.1% 72.9% 

Knysna 94.6% 94.6% 76.2% 75.8% 88.7% 88.5% 93.0% 93.0% 74.4% 73.9% 

Water: Piped water on community stand less than 200 m from dwelling 

Sanitation: Flush toilet with septic tank 

Energy: Electricity 

Refuse removal: Removed by local authority at least once a week 

Housing: Formal dwelling 

Source: Quantec Research, 2014 

 

Access to services such as potable water, basic sanitation, safe energy sources and 

refuse removal services ensures that households enjoy a decent standard of living 

and creates an enabling environment for economic activity. 

Access to basic services is highest within water (94.6%) and refuses removal (93.0%). 

Access to housing (73.9%) and sanitation (75.8%) is of greatest concern. Access to 

electricity falls below the District average within the municipality. Overall the levels of 

access to basic services have dropped from 2011 to 2013 within the Knysna 
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municipal area, due to the high population growth which makes it difficult for the 

municipality to sustain service delivery levels.  

Current Economic Reality 

Real economic growth for the Western Cape is expected to be 3.1 per cent in 2015 

and 3.0 per cent in 2016. Although this is higher than the average 2.9 per cent 

maintained during the expansion phase (2010 – 2013) it is still considerably lower 

than the average growth trend (2000 – 2013) of 3.9 per cent.  

The average year-on-year growth rate for Knysna Municipality for the period 2000 – 

2013 was at 6.0 per cent slightly higher than the regional Eden District rate of 5.3 per 

cent. In comparison to other local municipalities, Knysna maintained the third 

highest growth rate (behind Mossel Bay and Bitou) in the region across this period. 

From a total value added perceptive, Knysna Municipality contributed the third 

highest percentage (12.8 per cent) to the total 2013 Eden District GDPR after 

George (30.8 per cent) and Mossel Bay (25.9 per cent).  

The largest sector contributions to the Knysna GDP in 2013 were wholesale and retail 

trade, catering and accommodation (28.3 per cent), finance, insurance, real estate 

and business services (22.4 per cent) and construction (13.3 per cent). The growth of 

these sectors can largely be attributed to a weaker Rand which increased the 

number of foreign tourist arrivals. The subsequent increased tourist spend stimulated 

the local economic and in particular the retail and property (residential and non-

residential) sectors (MERO, 2014). Property developments in turn boosted the 

construction industry. The strength of these sectors within the region is reflected in the 

2011 location quotient analysis which indicates that the catering and 

accommodation as well as the construction sectors hold comparative advantages 

within the Eden region.  

The smallest contributing sectors to municipal GDP in 2013 were mining and 

quarrying (0.4 per cent), electricity, gas and water (2.2 per cent) and transport, 

storage and communication (5.0 per cent). Of particular interest would be the 

relatively minor agriculture, forestry and fishing sector that contributed only 4.5 per 

cent. This sector is a key driver of economic growth and holds vast potential for 

future developments in particular activities and initiatives relating to agro-

processing. 
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Table 3  Social Indicators: Education, Health and Crime 

Literacy 

(2011)

Matric pass 

rate (2014)

Average 

drop out 

rate 

(2012)

Full 

immunisation 

rate 

(2014)

Delivery 

rate to 

women 

under 18 

years 

(2014)

ART patient 

load 

(2014)

Burglaries 

at 

residential 

properties

(2013/14)

Drug 

related 

crime

(2013/14)

Murder

(2013/14)

Western Cape 87.2% 82.2% 38.9% 80.3% 6.3 159581 846 1430 49

Eden District 82.6% 81.5% 86.3% 7.9 12788 1051 1339 23

Kannaland 72.5% 85.5% 47.2% 74.3% 12.9 273 706 1560 24

Hessequa 78.5% 85.9% 33.9% 86.4% 10.3 482 553 1923 19

Mossel Bay 85.7% 83.0% 40.4% 77.0% 7.1 2490 1231 1441 24

George 83.4% 81.9% 37.9% 87.6% 7.1 4534 922 1299 30

Oudtshoorn 79.4% 84.5% 26.6% 90.3% 10.8 1109 805 1065 16

Bitou 85.8% 73.9% 36.0% 78.5% 0.0 1640 1714 1045 16

Knysna 85.1% 72.2% 36.5% 102.5% 6.1 2260 1535 1381 17

Municipality

Crime* 

(per 100 000 population)
Education Health

 

Source: Socio Economic Profiles: Knysna Municipality (Provincial Treasury), Western Cape Education Department, 

Stats SA, Western Cape Department of Health, South African Police Services 

Education and training improves access to employment opportunities and helps to 

sustain and accelerate overall development. Overall, education indicators indicate 

a mix of relative success and challenges within the system. Knysna‟s literacy rate lags 

behind that of the Province but outperforms the District average.  The matric pass 

rates have however been the lowest in the Eden District, lagging behind the 

Provincial rate by 10 percentage points.  Knysna‟s average dropout rate shows 

positive results as it is lower than the Provincial average and the third lowest in the 

District.  

Knysna‟s full immunisation rate (102.5%) responds to the protection of both adults 

and children against preventable infectious diseases and outperforms the District 

and the Province. Births to teenage mothers are often unplanned and places 

personal and financial pressures on young adults and those who support them. 

Knysna‟s delivery rate to women under 18 years is lower than the District and 

Provincial average. Knysna has an ART patient load of 2 260.  

Personal impressions, as well as official statistics on safety and crime issues mould 

perceptions of areas as living spaces as well as places in which to establish 

businesses. In this way, crime can also have a significant impact on the economy. 

The murder rate in Knysna (17) appears to be low compared to the District (23) and 

the Province. However, Knysna has the second highest level of burglaries at 

residential premises (1 535) and outperforms the province in terms of drug related 

crime (1 381).   
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5.1.3 Key priorities in terms of IDP Strategic Objectives 

Table 4 IDP Strategic Objectives 

Strategic Objective

R thousand

Budget Year 

2015/16

Budget Year 

+1 2016/17

Budget Year 

+2 2017/18

Budget Year 

2015/16

Budget Year 

+1 2016/17

Budget Year 

+2 2017/18

SO1: To promote access for all citizens to equitable, 

appropriate and sustainable infrastructure and serv ices w ithin a 

safe env ironment

         500 087          534 206          570 430           82 585           64 606           55 357 

SO2: To ensure ecological integrity  through sustainable 

practices of municipal gov ernance

            2 014             2 153             2 302             4 053             1 000             2 570 

SO3: To create an enabling env ironment for economic grow th 

that attracts inv estors, encourages innov ation  and facilitate pro-

poor interv entions

          21 943           22 271           23 617                  –                   –                   –  

SO4: To facilitate real opportunities for y outh, w omen, and 

disabled and prov ide appropriate care for the aged

          50 559           54 951           57 812                689                350                215 

SO5: To ensure a municipality  that is committed to an 

innov ativ e approach, prudent inv estment of public funds, good 

gov ernance, financial v iability  and optimal institutional 

transformation that accommodates div ersity  in serv ice deliv ery

          96 379          104 321          108 558             1 165                  –                   –  

SO6: To dev elop progressiv e strategies to optimise the use of 

av ailable human resources

            9 396           10 236           10 732                720                  –                   –  

SO7: To establish a common v ision and create coherence in 

gov ernment’s w ork by  seeking close partnerships w ith 

citizenry

                 –                   –                   –              1 500                  –                   –  

2015/16 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

OPEX

2015/16 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

CAPEX

 

Source: Supporting Tables SA5 and SA6 

The largest expenditure over the MTREF (75.4 per cent) is for SO1 which consists of 

the provision of basic services within the municipal area. This indicates that the 

municipality is committed to the sustaining of access to basic services as established 

above. Its second highest priority is SO5 indicating that the municipality is committed 

towards good governance and the improvement of financial viability. SO4 is also 

prioritised within the budget receiving an allocation of 7.4 per cent in the 2015/16 

operating budget and ensures that the municipality is addressing the high levels of 

youth unemployment. Looking at the capital budget spending, it appears that SO1 

and SO2 are prioritised. No capital spending is allocated towards SO3 and no 

operating expenditure is allocated towards SO7. 
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5.1.4 Key priorities in terms of Allocation 

Table 5 Key priorities 

Vote Description
2015/16 

MTREF

Total % Total % Total % Total % Total % Total %

Governance and administration 4 852        5.4% 6 674         3.0% 167 689       27.3% 539 893          24.7% 172 541       24.6% 546 567          22.7% 6.1%

Ex ecutiv e and council 2 532        2.8% 1 580         0.7% 39 723         6.5% 137 000          6.3% 42 255         6.0% 138 580          5.8% 6.6%

Budget and treasury  office 463           0.5% 1 335         0.6% 44 133         7.2% 153 271          7.0% 44 595         6.3% 154 606          6.4% 5.6%

Corporate serv ices 1 858        2.1% 3 759         1.7% 83 833         13.7% 249 623          11.4% 85 690         12.2% 253 382          10.5% 6.2%

Commmunity and public safety 33 109      37.1% 87 526       39.5% 148 575       24.2% 544 521          24.9% 181 684       25.9% 632 047          26.2% 4.3%

Community  and social serv ices 4 742        5.3% 9 613         4.3% 12 890         2.1% 66 020            3.0% 17 632         2.5% 75 633            3.1% 3.6%

Sport and recreation 1 710        1.9% 5 620         2.5% 12 860         2.1% 44 850            2.1% 14 570         2.1% 50 470            2.1% 5.4%

Public safety 850           1.0% 4 150         1.9% 88 720         14.5% 306 554          14.0% 89 570         12.8% 310 704          12.9% 8.4%

Housing 25 807      29.0% 68 143       30.7% 30 046         4.9% 112 930          5.2% 55 853         8.0% 181 073          7.5% -2.7%

Health –            0.0% –             0.0% 4 059          0.7% 14 166            0.6% 4 059          0.6% 14 166            0.6% 6.3%

Economic and environmental 

services
6 551        7.3% 7 136         3.2% 35 243         5.7% 163 847          7.5% 41 794         5.9% 170 983          7.1% -0.8%

Planning and dev elopment 985           1.1% –             0.0% 8 600          1.4% 51 211            2.3% 9 585          1.4% 51 211            2.1% 3.7%

Road transport 5 566        6.2% 7 136         3.2% 25 546         4.2% 106 167          4.9% 31 112         4.4% 113 303          4.7% -3.2%

Env ironmental protection –            0.0% –             0.0% 1 097          0.2% 6 469              0.3% 1 097          0.2% 6 469              0.3% 6.9%

Trading services 44 622      50.1% 120 369      54.3% 261 845       42.7% 938 409          42.9% 306 467       43.6% 1 058 777        44.0% 3.4%

Electricity 13 341      15.0% 32 897       14.8% 167 976       27.4% 599 756          27.4% 181 317       25.8% 632 653          26.3% 3.0%

Water 19 583      22.0% 61 505       27.7% 47 585         7.8% 173 760          7.9% 67 168         9.6% 235 265          9.8% 7.8%

Waste w ater management 9 695        10.9% 20 257       9.1% 20 526         3.3% 81 424            3.7% 30 221         4.3% 101 681          4.2% -0.2%

Waste management 2 003        2.2% 5 710         2.6% 25 758         4.2% 83 469            3.8% 27 761         4.0% 89 179            3.7% 0.0%

Other –            0.0% –             0.0% –               0.0% –                  0.0% –               0.0% –                  0.0% #DIV/0!

Total Expenditure - Standard 89 134      100.0% 221 705      100.0% 613 352       100.0% 2 186 670        100.0% 702 486       100.0% 2 408 374        100.0% 3.9%

Annual 

Average 

Growth 

R thousand
Budget Year 2014/15 2015/16 MTREF

Operating Expenditure - Standard

Budget Year 2014/15 2015/16 MTREF

Capital Expenditure - Standard Total Expenditure - Standard

Budget Year 2014/15 2015/16 MTREF

 

Source: Own calculations from budget tables A2 and A5 

Operational 

The table above highlights that the priorities over the 2015/16 MTREF in terms of 

operating expenditure ranked in order are as follows: Trading services (R938.4 million; 

42.9 per cent), Community and Public Safety (R544.5 million; 24.9 per cent), 

Governance and administration (R539.9 million; 24.7 per cent) and Economic and 

Environmental services (R163.8 million; 7.9 per cent). Greater priority is allocated over 

the 2015/16 MTREF towards Community services as compared to 2014/15 where it 

was ranked third after Governance and Administration.  

The top five expenditures per item are as follows: Electricity (R599.8 million; 27.4 per 

cent), Public Safety (R306.6 million; 14.0 per cent), Corporate Services (R249.6 million; 

11.4 per cent), Water (R173.8 million; 7.9 per cent), and Budget and Treasury Office 

(R153.3 million; 7.0 per cent). 
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Capital 

In terms of capital expenditure the priorities over the MTREF are as follows: Trading 

services receive the highest allocation (R120.4 million; 54.3 per cent), followed by 

Community and Public Safety (R87.5 million; 39.5 per cent). Economic and 

Environmental Services and Governance and Administration receive far less 

allocations at 3.2 and 3.0 per cent respectively.  Priorities have remained 

unchanged from the 2014/15 budget year. The high allocation towards trading 

services indicates that the municipality is committed towards its mandate and is 

geared towards creating an enabling environment for economic activity. 

At an item level the top five highest capital expenditures are Housing (R68.1 million; 

30.7 per cent), Water (R61.5 million; 27.7 per cent); Electricity (R32.9 million; 14.8 per 

cent), Waste water management (R20.3 million; 9.1 per cent) and Community and 

Social Services (R9.6 million; 4.3 per cent). 

Only 9.2 per cent of total expenditure is allocated towards capital projects. This is of 

some concern as infrastructure spending is a Governmental Priority to improve 

economic growth and development. It has been noted that capital spending as a 

proportion of the total budget has shown a decline from 2014/15 at 12.7 per cent. 

The municipality should keep capital expenditure above the 10 per cent threshold to 

keep within the norm. 

According to National guidelines in MFMA Budget Circular 74 (including Circular 55 

and 66) there should be a 60/40 split between capital spending on new and 

renewal of assets. The Knysna Municipality split consists of 73 per cent allocation 

towards new assets and the remaining 27 per cent towards the renewal of assets.  

This may hamper the sustainability of infrastructure in the long run, as the split in 

2014/15 was similar.  

5.1.5 Socio-economic impact of Main Priorities 

Budget and SDBIP Implications 

Table 6 A10 – Service Delivery Measurement  

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Outcome Outcome Outcome
Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2014/15

Budget Year 

+1 2015/16

Budget Year 

+2 2016/17

Total number of households 29 607         30 451         31 448         29 813         29 813         29 813         30 111         30 412         30 716         

Additional 844             997             (1 635)          (1 635)          (1 635)          298             301             304             

Description

Current Year 2013/14
2014/15 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
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Table A10 highlights that 68.7 per cent of households are above the minimum 

service level, i.e. 18 780 households in 2015/16. This contradicts with the Draft SDBIP 

which indicates that the municipality will provide Electricity to 20 720. This does 

however correspond with the value recorded in supporting Table SA7.  Nevertheless 

there appears to be an estimated increase (above 500 households per annum) in 

levels of access over the MTREF. This is necessary considering the backlogs.  

The levels of access from 2011/12 to 2014/15 appear to be very unstable, having 

increased drastically in 2013/14 and then decreasing again in 2014/15. The 

municipality predicts that there will be no increase in total households from 2016/17 

to 2017/18.  

The municipality also aims to provide free basic electricity to 8 573 households 

(50 kWh) in 2015/16 at a cost of R8.6 million. This is slightly different from the amount 

recorded in supporting Table SA7 (8 710).  

The capital programme makes provision for the rollout of mainly new bulk 

infrastructure but allocation towards infrastructure renewal is also made available.  

Electricity is prioritised within the municipal budget which indicates that the budget is 

responsive to the municipality‟s current reality. 

Conclusion 

The Municipality‟s budget for electricity is responsive to the low levels of access to 

electricity within the municipality showing a commitment towards reducing 

backlogs.  

a. Public Safety 

Current Reality  

The Municipality has high levels of crime in the area which has also been on the rise 

from 2012/13 to 2013/14. Over the past five years floods have caused major 

damage to properties and put lives at risk. There is an absence of police stations and 

fire stations within some wards. 

Budget and SDBIP Implications 

Public Safety is prioritised within the Budget receiving the second highest allocation 

from total expenditure. Knysna Municipality, in collaboration with the Community 

Police Forums, the South African Police Service and Provincial Department of 

Community Safety, is to embark on the development and implementation of a 

Community Safety Plan to address crime challenges.  
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No public safety related key performance indicators have been included in the 

draft SDBIP for the 2015/16 MTREF. 

Capital projects in this regard include the upgrading of the fire station and 

replacement of fire trucks.  Total expenditure towards public safety increases 

consistently over the MTREF at an average annual rate of 8.4 per cent.  

Conclusion 

The Municipality is aware of the public safety challenges within the Knysna municipal 

area and has therefore prioritised spending in this regard over the 2015/16 MTREF.  

b. Corporate Services 

Current Reality  

The Municipality has approximately 800 officials who individually and collectively 

contribute to the achievement of the municipality‟s objectives. The turnover rate is 

relatively low at 4.2 per cent recorded in 2013/14 and has been on the decline over 

time. The vacancy rate is relatively low at 7 per cent. Vacancies in high level 

positions do however remain a concern.  

Budget and SDBIP Implications 

Corporate Services is prioritised within the Budget receiving the third highest 

allocation within total expenditure. Expenditure on Corporate Services increases 

consistently over the 2015/16 MTREF. This shows commitment by the municipality to fill 

vacancies and improve service delivery and good governance within the institution.  

Knysna Municipality has a number of key performance indicators dedicated 

towards improving governance, financial viability and service delivery within the 

municipality.  Training is provided to municipal officials to improve the skill set and 

capacity within the organisation.  

Full-scale public meetings were held in all 10 wards as part of the public 

participation process.  Employee expenditure falls within the norm.  

Conclusion 

The Municipality is dedicated towards good governance, financial viability and 

service delivery within the organisation as is evident from the prioritising of Corporate 

Services over the 2015/16 MTREF.  
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c. Water 

Current Reality  

Although levels of access to water are at 94.6 per cent, it still lags behind the Eden 

District (95.2 per cent) and the Province (96.6 per cent). Levels of access to water 

have remained constant since 2011 within the municipal area.  

Budget and SDBIP Implications 

Table 7 A10 - Service Delivery Measurement (Water Extract) 

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

Outcome Outcome Outcome
Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Year 

2015/16

Budget Year 

+1 2016/17

Budget Year 

+2 2017/18

Households abov e min serv ice lev el 20 831         21 241         21 673         24 899       24 899        24 899        26 711        27 537         27 537         

Additional 410             432             3 226         3 226          3 226          1 812          826             –               

Total households 22 001         22 443         22 910         24 899       24 899        24 899        26 711        27 537         27 537         

Description

Current Year 2014/15
2015/16 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

 

Water obtains the 4th highest priority over the 2015/16 MTREF. This shows commitment 

by the municipality to improve access to good quality water. 

The 2013/14 figures of 21 673 households with basic levels of access to water 

corresponds with Quantec data (94.6 per cent access recorded in 2013). In 2014/15 

the municipality reports to have eliminated backlogs as Table A10 highlights that 

100 per cent of households have access to basic levels of water in 2014/15 and 

across the MTREF.   

Table A10 highlights that 100 per cent of households will be above the minimum 

service level i.e. 26 711 households in 2015/16. This contradicts with the Draft SDBIP 

and supporting Table SA7 which indicates that they will provide water to 

16 480 residential properties. Nevertheless there appears to be an estimated 

increase (albeit volatile) in levels of access over the MTREF. The 2013/14 Annual 

report and Draft IDP review makes reference to reducing backlogs, but no backlogs 

are recorded in A10. 

Water losses are relatively low within the municipal area and it has been on the 

decline over the last 3 years. Funding will go towards both renewal of existing water 

infrastructure and new water infrastructure and systems to further reduce water 

losses and improve water quality.  
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The Municipality is commended for providing 6 kl of free water per month to the 

majority of households.  

Conclusion 

The Municipality‟s budget for water is responsive to the levels of access to water 

within the municipality showing a commitment towards reducing backlogs and 

improving water quality.  

d. Housing 

Current Reality  

The Municipality currently (2013) has relatively low levels of access to Housing 

(73.9 per cent) when compared to the District (84.1 per cent) and Western Cape 

(80.5 per cent). Access to formal dwellings has also been on the decline from 

74.4 per cent recorded in 2011. Knysna Municipality currently has a housing waiting 

list of 9 595 while land for Greenfield housing developments is scarce.  

 

Budget and SDBIP Implications 

Housing is prioritised within the budget receiving the 5th highest allocation (7.5 per 

cent) over the 2015/16 MTREF. This shows commitment towards reducing the housing 

backlogs. The funding towards housing is however decreasing at an average annual 

rate of 2.7 per cent. In 2014/15, the municipality planned to review their Human 

Settlements Plan which aims to identify additional land options for housing 

developments. Once land opportunities are made available, spending on housing 

should pick up again. 

No key performance indicators have been developed for housing within the top 

layer SDBIP. Municipal plans with respect to housing are however indicated in the 

IDP for 2015/16 to 2016/17. An indication of top structures/serviced sites/foundation 

etc., within the top layer SDBIP may provide some insight into municipal plans in this 

regard and hold the municipality accountable. 

Housing Infrastructure projects (one line item) have been recorded in SA36 of the 

report to the value of R67.9 million over the MTREF.  

Conclusion 

The Municipality‟s budget for housing is responsive to the low levels of access to 

formal dwellings within the municipality showing a commitment towards reducing 

backlogs. Housing plans within the IDP for the 2015/16 financial year should also be 

included within the SDBIP as there is no key performance indicators related to 
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housing within the draft SDBIP. The decline in housing expenditure over the MTREF is a 

concern considering the large waiting list.  

e. Waste Water Management 

Current Reality  

The Municipality currently (2013) has relatively low levels of access to sanitation 

(75.8 per cent) when compared to the District (85.1 per cent) and Western Cape 

(89.4 per cent). Access to sanitation has also been on the decline from 76.2 per cent 

recorded in 2011.  

Budget and SDBIP Implications 

Table 8 A10 - Service Delivery Measurement (Sanitation Extract) 

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

Outcome Outcome Outcome
Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget 

Year 

2015/16

Budget 

Year +1 

2016/17

Budget 

Year +2 

2017/18

Households above min service level 17 153      18 443      19 310      21 328    21 328      21 328      22 152    22 984     22 984     

Additional 1 290        867           2 018      2 018        2 018        824         832          –            

Total households 22 126      22 746      22 746      25 910    25 910      25 910      26 713    27 539     27 539     

Description

Current Year 2014/15

2015/16 Medium Term 

Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework

 
 

Table A10 highlights that 82.9 per cent of households will be above the minimum 

service level i.e. 22 152 households in 2015/16. This contradicts with the Draft SDBIP 

and supporting Table SA7 which indicates that they will provide sanitation to 

11 670 residential properties.  

Household access to sanitation decreased from 2013/14 to 2014/15 but the 

municipality reports increasing levels of access over the MTREF. There appears to be 

an estimated increase in the number of households with access to sanitation in 

excess of 800 households per annum. This should serve to reduce backlogs. As per 

Table A10 the municipality will provide free basic services (sanitation) to 45.8 per 

cent of households within the municipal area, at a cost of R10.7 million over the 

MTREF.  

Sewerage treatment works and reticulation infrastructure projects are recorded in 

the capital programme, consisting of both refurbishment and new infrastructure to 

the value of R20.3 million over the 2015/16 MTREF. 
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Waste water receives an allocation of R101.7 million i.e. 4.2 per cent of total 

expenditure over the 2015/16 MTREF. It therefore comes in 9th on the municipal 

priorities. This is of some concern considering the extent of backlogs in sanitation. 

Conclusion 

Given the low levels of access to sanitation within the municipal area greater 

prioritisation should be afforded towards reducing sanitation backlogs.  The 

municipality is commended for providing free sanitation services (minimum levels) to 

45.8 per cent of households. 

f. Waste Management 

Current Reality  

The Municipality currently (2013) has relatively high levels of access to refuse removal 

(93.0 per cent) when compared to the District (86.5 per cent) and Western Cape 

(89.8 per cent). Access to refuse removal has remained constant since 2011.   

Budget and SDBIP Implications 

Table 9 A10 - Service Delivery Measurement (Sanitation Extract) 

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

Outcome Outcome Outcome
Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget 

Year 

2015/16

Budget 

Year +1 

2016/17

Budget 

Year +2 

2017/18

Households above min service level 19 945       19 948       19 949       26 550     26 550      26 550       27 353     28 179    28 179      

Additional 3                1                6 601       6 601        6 601         803          826         –             

Total households 21 456       21 461       21 464       26 550     26 550      26 550       27 353     28 179    28 179      

Description

Current Year 2014/15
2015/16 Medium Term Revenue 

& Expenditure Framework

 

To note is that 93 per cent of households are above the minimum service levels in 

2013/14. Access to services were then provided to an additional 6 601 households 

during 2014/15 and is expected to remain at 100 per cent over the MTREF.  

Approximately 27 353 households are expected to have access to refuse removal at 

least once a week in 2015/16.  This contradicts with the Draft SDBIP and supporting 

Table SA7 which indicates that they will provide refuse removal to 14 410 residential 

properties. Furthermore the proportion of households with access to refuse removal 

for 2014/15 recorded in the budget (100 per cent) contradicts with what is recorded 

in the IDP (98 per cent). 

As per Table A10 the municipality will provide free basic services (refuse removal) to 

38.6 per cent of households within the municipal area during 2015/16 and 37.5 per 
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cent of households over the remainder of the MTREF, however no cost is stipulated in 

this regard. The Municipality is requested to complete the table.  

Waste Management receives an allocation of 3.7 per cent of total expenditure over 

the MTREF or R89 million. It is ranked 10th in terms of priorities within the budget. 

Spending is expected to remain relatively constant over the MTREF however an 

additional 1 629 households are expected to receive the service. No additional 

financial allocation is made in this regard. During 2012/13 operational spending 

increased by 12.7 per cent and only one additional household was recorded as 

receiving the service. What then would the cost of an additional 1 629 households 

require? The Municipality is implementing recycling programmes and allocating 

funds toward waste disposal sites. Neither of these projects are however included 

within the top layer SDBIP.  

Conclusion 

The Municipality‟s budget for waste is responsive to the high levels of access to 

refuse removal within the municipal area.  The municipality should insert the cost of 

free basic services (refuse removal) within Table A10.  

The municipality is commended for providing free refuse removal services (minimum 

levels) to 38.6 per cent of households. The credibility of data and alignment 

between the budget and the SDBIP and IDP should be addressed.  

5.1.6 Areas of interface (MFMA and PFMA) 

Joint Planning and Budgeting Process – Joint Planning Initiative 

The National Development Plan (NDP) aims to eliminate poverty and reduce 

inequality over the medium to long term.  Each sphere of government has a role to 

play in supporting these objectives. The Western Cape Province and municipalities 

have embarked on a Joint Planning Initiative to improve coordination and 

integration of strategic planning, budgeting and implementation to join efforts to 

achieve the long term objectives of the NDP. The table below aims to illustrate the 

efforts of the Western Cape Province and the municipalities to address these 

objectives. 

Table 10 Areas of interface (MFMA and PFMA) 

Indicator NDP Goals 
Provincial 
Status Quo Municipal Status Quo 

PSG 
Note 

Municipal 
KPA/KFA/
SO 

Provincial 
Interventions 

Municipal 
Interventions 

Poverty For zero 
households to be 
below the R418 
monthly income 
poverty line 

 19.7 per cent of Knysna's of 
34 966 households had an 
income of less than 
R400 per month (Stats SA, 
2011).  

1, 2, 
3 

SO1,3 Achieved through 
education and economic 
growth interventions. 

Provide free basic 
services to households 
which meet criteria.  
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Indicator NDP Goals 
Provincial 
Status Quo Municipal Status Quo 

PSG 
Note 

Municipal 
KPA/KFA/
SO 

Provincial 
Interventions 

Municipal 
Interventions 

Per Capita 
Income 

Per capita income 
of R110 000  

R9 601 – 
R153 600 per 
annum (PERO 
2014) 

Per capita income of 
R34 791(2013) is already 
below the starting point of 
R50000 per capita on a 
national level in 2009. 

1, 2, 
3 

SO3,4 Achieved through 
education and economic 
growth interventions. 

Achieved through 
education and economic 
growth interventions. 

Inequality Gini-coefficient of 
0.6  

0.58 in 2011 
(PERO 2014) 

Gini-coefficient is currently 
above the national target at 
0.57 (2012). 

1, 2, 
3 

SO4 Achieved through 
education and economic 
growth interventions. 

Achieved through 
education and economic 
growth interventions. 

Unemploy-
ment 

6 per cent 22.8 per cent 
(Narrow, PERO 
2014) 

24.8 per cent (2011). The 
Municipality also has to play 
its part to raise employment 
in public employment 
programmes to a national 
1 million in 2015 and 
2 million by 2030.  

1, 2, 
3 

SO3,4 Higher education 
initiatives, youth café to 
support youth 
development 

Establishment of a 
database of unemployed 
people 

Effective implementation 
of the EPWP programme 

Education All children to 
have at least 2 
years of pre-
school  education; 

80 per cent of 
learners to get 
50 per cent for 
grades 3, 6 and 9 
literacy, 
mathematics and 
science. 

A learner 
retention ratio of 
90 per cent  

Learner 
retention rate 
of 64 per cent 
in 2014 for Gr 
10-12 (PERO 
2014). Only the 
Grade 3 maths 
pass rate 
breached the 
50% mark.  

5 Government funded ECD 
facilities 

2014 Matric pass rate of 
72.2 per cent   

2013 Average Dropout rate 
of 36.5 per cent SEPLG. In 
2014 the Grade 3, 6 and 9 
maths and literacy pass 
rates were all below 50%.  

2 SO4,6 Higher education 
initiatives, youth café to 
support youth 
development.   

New secondary school 

Implementation of 
nutrition projects at ECD 
centres; Establishing 
ECD centres. 

Health Maternal mortality 
to fall from 500 to 
100 per 100 000 
live births 

78.64 per 
100 000 live 
births  for 
2011-2012 
(DoH 2015 
Strategic Plan) 

Maternal mortality of 0.0 per 
100 000 live births. 

3 SO4 Hospital and Ambulance 
Station rehabilitation. 

R299 366 spending 
allocated towards Health 
in Knysna Municipality 

Health related awareness 
campaigns.  

Determine service levels 
at health care facilities to 
prepare submission to 
DoH.  

Economic 
Growth 

5.4 per cent per 
annum 

2.4 per cent  in 
2013 (PERO 
2014) 

6.0 per cent per annum 
(2000-2013) (MERO, 2014) 

1 SO3 New tourism facilities. 

Game changers include: 
agri-processing; 
Knowledge economy + 
service 

Economy;  Green industry; 
broadband; improving 
quality of roads and 
ChuChu train; and 
repositioning industry.  

Goukamma Nature 
Reserve - Groenvlei 
Precinct Development 
and Upgrade 

Taxi facilities, new 
recreation facilities.  

Access to 
Basic 
Services 

Access to 
Electricity at 
95 per cent. 
Expansion of the 
renewable energy 
sources including 
a national target 
of 5 million solar 
water heaters by 
2030.  

Access to 
energy – 
93.3 per cent in 
2013 (Quantec, 
2013) 

Access to Electricity at 88.5 
per cent (Quantec, 2013) 

1, 4, 
5 

SO1  Transmission and 
reticulation and street 
lighting projects are 
planned for the MTREF. 
50kw of electricity to 
31 per cent of 
households. Upgrading 
capacity of electricity 
network.  

100 per cent 
access to clean 
potable water 

Access to 
water - 
96.6 per cent  
in 2013 
(Quantec, 
2013) 

94.6 per cent access to 
clean water at least 200m 
from the household 
(Quantec, 2013). 

4, 5 SO1  Water purification and 
reticulation projects are 
planned for the MTREF.  
6kl of free water to 65 per 
cent of households.  

Note: Refer to Provincial Strategic Goals listed hereunder. 
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Provincial Strategic Plan 2014 - 2019 

Provincial Strategic Goal 1 Provincial Strategic Goal 2 

Create opportunities for 

 growth and jobs 

Improve education outcomes and 

opportunities for youth development 

 Building an appropriately skilled 

workforce 

 Red Tape Reduction 

 Strategic Catalytic Infrastructure and 

initiatives 

 Green Economy 

 Improve the level of language and 

mathematics in all schools 

 Increase the number and quality of passes in 

the National Senior Certificate and equivalent 

qualifications 

 Increase the quality of education provision in 

poorer communities 

 Provide more social and economic 

opportunities for our youth 

 Improve family support to children and youth, 

and facilitate development 

 Improve literacy levels from Grade R-3 

Provincial Strategic Goal  3  Provincial Strategic Goal 4 

Increase wellness, safety and 

 tackle social ills 

Enable a resilient, quality and 

inclusive living environment 

 Healthy, Inclusive and Safe 

Communities  

 Healthy workforce 

 Healthy families 

 Healthy youth 

 Healthy children 

 Wellness cluster 

 Enhanced management of the ecological 

and agricultural resource base 

 The Western Cape Sustainable Water 

Management Plan 

 Air quality and climate change 

 Western Cape climate change 

implementation framework 

Provincial Strategic Goal 5 

Embed good governance and integrated service delivery 

through partnerships and spatial alignment 

 Enhanced Governance 

 Integrated Management 

 Inclusive Society 

Game changers 

 Growth and jobs through tourism, Agri-

processing and Oil and Gas 

 Energy Security 

 e-Learning 

 After School programmes for our youth 

 Reducing the impact of alcohol abuse on the 

population 

 Water and Sanitation for all  

 Integrated Better living model (Live-Work-

Play) 

 Broadband Infrastructure 
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Knysna Municipality is lagging behind the 2030 NDP goals within a number of areas 

namely access to basic services, education, unemployment, per capita income 

and poverty. It has already achieved NDP goals related to economic growth, 

maternal mortality and inequality. The Municipality‟s strategic goals are geared 

towards achieving the NDP goals. Municipal interventions are put into place. 

The Municipality should make full use of JPI and other initiatives to strengthen the 

relationship with sector departments in order to achieve the NDP goals, especially 

with regard to economic growth and education as these provide a corner stone to 

achieve other goals.  It is promising to note that there are already a number of areas 

of work that overlap. Further work in reconciling information as well as future joint 

planning can still be strengthened. 
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SECTION 6:  CREDIBILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY 

6.1 REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR’S BUDGET  

PART 6.1(1): THE BUDGET PERFORMANCE AS PER THE AUDITED ANNUAL FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTS  

Findings: 

1. At 30 June 2013, the municipality improved the deficit operating budget from the 

prior year, indicating better budgeting and planning. However, the position 

declined as the actual operating performance at 30 June 2014 resulted in a 

deficit, which is mainly informed by the implementation of iGRAP1.  

2. An under collection in interest earned-external investments of 23.9 per cent was 

realised. This is as a result of a decline in cash resources due to loan financed 

capital expenditure incurred where the loans had not yet been raised by year-

end. The implementation of iGRAP1 resulted in a R35.61 million variance. 

Municipalities are required to recognise all fines issued as revenue and impair the 

fines expected not to be recovered with the contra transaction being applied to 

debt impairment. Other expenditure was overspent by R18.05 million as housing 

top-structures funded by grants exceeded their budget. 

3. The comparison of the current original budget with the adjusted budget of 

February 2015 reflected material adjustments with the operating revenue at  

15.1 per cent due to the implementation of iGRAP1 and budgeting for additional 

allocations by National government and WC Provincial government. The result of 

which was a 13.4 per cent increase in expenditure due to the increasing of debt 

impairment by 250 per cent (iGRAP1) and a 12.7 per cent increase in other 

expenditure. 

4. It is expected that the final outcomes for 2014/15 could follow a similar trend to 

the prior year however, fines and debt impairment is expected to be accounted 

for correctly and thus decrease the expected variances at year-end for these 

items. 
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PART 6.1(2): THE FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE AS PER THE AUDITED ANNUAL FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTS  

THE FINANCIAL HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE – YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2014 

The assessment of the financial health and performance is an integrated process 

involving a review of a municipality‟s audited annual financial statements and 

audit report using selected financial ratios/norms. The results of the financial 

ratios/norms are used to support financial decisions and to identify factors which 

may influence the financial stability of the municipality. It is also to enable timely 

corrective action where service delivery may be at risk. The assessment is 

according to the selected key financial ratios/norms as per National Treasury 

MFMA Circular No. 71, as indicated in the table below: 

Table 11 Financial ratios and norms 

Financial ratios and norms 
2010 

Audited 

2011 

Audited 

2012 

Audited 

2013 

Audited 

2014 

Audited 
Comments 

Debtors Management  

1 Net debtors days: ≤ 30 

days  

77 days 72 days 65 days 64 days  67 days  The ratio results are not within 

the acceptable norm.  

Distribution losses  

2 Electricity Distribution 

Losses (Percentage): 

7% - 10% 

7.32% 6.87% 8.72% 10.86% 10.06% The ratio results fluctuates 

year-on-year in the period 

under review and are within 

the acceptable norm. 

 

3 Water Distribution 

Losses (Percentage): 

15% - 30% 

25.75% 18.14% 14.41% 18.40% 9.52% The ratio results fluctuates 

year-on-year over the period 

under review and are within 

the acceptable norm. 

 

Grant dependency  

4 Own Source Revenue 

to Total Operating 

Revenue(Including 

Agency Revenue): 

None 

83.78% 86.34% 82.29% 83.44% 83.34% The ratio results fluctuate 

year-on-year in the period 

under review. The 

municipality is not dependent 

on grants for its operations. 

 

Debtors Management (Debt Impairment)  

5 Bad Debts Written-off 

as % of Provision for 

Bad Debt: 100% 

37.15% 42.47% 13.14% 206.95% 4.74% The ratio results fluctuate 

year-on-year over the period 

under review and are not 

within the acceptable norm  

 

Expenditure Management  

6 Irregular, Fruitless and 

Wasteful and 

Unauthorised 

Expenditure / Total 

Operating 

Expenditure: 0% 

17.53% 1.86% 35.75% 3.13% 14.52% The ratio results fluctuate 

year-on-year in the period 

under review and are not 

within the acceptable norm. 
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Financial ratios and norms 
2010 

Audited 

2011 

Audited 

2012 

Audited 

2013 

Audited 

2014 

Audited 
Comments 

7 Remuneration as % of 

Total Operating 

Expenditure: 25% - 

40% 

25.41% 32.21% 20.98% 32.27% 31.13% The ratio results fluctuate 

year-on-year in the period 

under review and is within the 

acceptable norm. 

 

8 Contracted Services % 

of Total Operating 

Expenditure: 2% - 5% 

2.61% 3.25% 2.22% 3.46% 3.30% The ratio results fluctuate  

year-on-year in the period 

under review and is within the 

acceptable norm 

 

Asset Management  

9 Capital Expenditure to 

Total Expenditure: 10% 

- 20% 

17.59% 11.96% 8.22% 12.29% 11.99% The ratio results fluctuate 

year-on-year over the period 

under review and is within the 

acceptable norm. 

 

10 Impairment of 

Property, Plant and 

Equipment, 

Investment Property 

and Intangible Assets 

(Carrying Value): 0% 

8.08% Nil 18.66% Nil Nil The ratios results are within the 

acceptable norm    

11 Repairs and 

Maintenance as a % 

of Property, Plant and 

Equipment, 

Investment Property 

(Carrying Value): 8% 

1.81% 1.96% 2.70% 3.23% 3.79% The ratio results slightly 

improved year-on-year in the 

period under review, however 

the results are still not within 

the acceptable norm 

 

12 Depreciation/(Total 

Operating Revenue - 

Capital Grant) 

5.89% 4.09% 4.10% 4.18% 3.92% The ratio results fluctuate 

year-on-year in the period 

under review. The result 

indicates that about 4 per 

cent of revenue should be set 

aside in CRR account for 

future asset replacement. 

 

Budget Implementation  

13 Capital Expenditure 

Budget: 95% - 100% 

89.85% 93.90% 70.61% 106.21% 90.92% The ratio results fluctuate 

year-on-year in the period 

under review and are not 

within the acceptable norm  

 

14 Operating 

Expenditure Budget: 

95% - 100% 

103.59% 94.98% 149.36% 98.17% 108.79% The ratio results fluctuate 

year-on-year in the period 

under review and are not 

within the acceptable norm  

 

15 Operating Revenue 

Budget: 95% - 100% 

102.82% 112.17% 107.31% 100.45% 107.84% The ratio results fluctuate 

year-on-year in the period 

under review and are within 

the acceptable norm  

 

16 Service Charges and 

Property Rates 

Revenue Budget: 95% 

- 100% 

98.42% 100.56% 100.17% 97.36% 98.81% The ratio results fluctuate 

year-on-year in the period 

under review and are within 

the acceptable norm. 
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Financial ratios and norms 
2010 

Audited 

2011 

Audited 

2012 

Audited 

2013 

Audited 

2014 

Audited 
Comments 

Liquidity Management  

17 Cash/Cost Coverage 

Ratio (Excluding 

Unspent Conditional 

Grants): 1 - 3 months 

0 

month 

2 

months 

2 

months 

1 

month 

0 

month 

The ratio results deteriorate 

year-on-year in the period 

under review and are not 

within the acceptable norm 

 

18 Current Ratio: 1.5 - 2 : 

1 

1.24:1 1.47:1 1.37:1 1.25:1 0.96:1 The ratio results deteriorate 

year-on-year in the period 

under review and are not 

within the acceptable norm 

 

Liability Management  

19 Capital Cost(Interest 

Paid and 

Redemption) as a % 

of Total Operating 

Expenditure: 6% - 8% 

6.07% 8.08% 4.80% 6.66% 7.23% The ratio results are within the 

acceptable norm in the 

periods under review 

 

20 Debt (Total 

Borrowings) / 

Revenue: 45% 

56.64% 44.03% 39.54% 34.63% 25.40% The ratio results improve year-

on-year and are within the 

acceptable norm. 

 

6.1.1 Financial Position 

(a) Asset Management/Utilisation 

Repairs and Maintenance as a % of Property, Plant and Equipment and 

Investment Property (Carrying Value) 

The level of repairs and maintenance on the PPE and Investment Property is 

slightly improving year-on-year, however, it is still below the desired norm of 8 per 

cent for the past five years. The rand value of money spent on repairs and 

maintenance increases year on year for the past five years from R17.12 million in 

2009/10 to R34.59 million in 2013/14 financial years.  This might be indicative that 

the assets are still in a good condition and thus no need to spend substantially on 

repairs and maintenance.  It is acknowledged that the amount to be spent on 

expenditure of repairs and maintenance depends on the management‟s 

decision on its service delivery plans and maintenance of assets. It also need to 

be noted that if the municipality does not service its assets, this will lead to 

substantial impairment and subsequently service delivery imperatives will not be 

met. 
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(b) Debtors Management 

Bad Debts written-off as % of Provision for Bad Debt 

The ratio results years fluctuated year on year are at 4.74 per cent in 2013/14 

financial year. Bad debt written-off in 2013/14 financial year, amount to 

R2.28 million. It appears that the municipality has written of an immaterial amount 

of debtors compared to the amount of debtors outstanding for a longer period.  

It must however be noted that the municipality has written off large amount of 

debts in 2012/13 amounting to R36.32 million.   

Net Debtors Days 

The debtor‟s collection period is not within the acceptable norm of 30 days. In 

the 20013/14 financial year, the results indicate that the debtors takes 67 days to 

settle their accounts. The gross consumer debtors which are outstanding for more 

than 90 days amounts to R123.05 million in the 2013/14 financial year, making up 

76.77 per cent of total debtors of R1603 million. This indicates that the municipality 

should implement strict credit control measures to collect long outstanding debtors.  

Failure to collect what is due to the municipality might cripple the revenue base; 

consequently affect the cash flows of the municipality.  It is evident that the 

municipality‟s conservative approach in writing off debtors in 2013/14 is indicative of 

the arrangement done with debtors to pay their accounts rather than writing them 

off. 

(c) Liquidity Management 

Cash/Cost Coverage Ratio (Excluding Unspent Conditional Grants) 

The ratio results deteriorates year on year. In the 2013/14 financial year the cash 

average ratio results decreased to less than 1 month. The ratio results indicate 

that the municipality ability to meet its monthly obligations is at risk. It appears 

that the cash is being held in debtors due to slow collection of monies owed by 

debtors, thus the cash is slightly crippled. Therefore the municipality has to 

improve its collection strategies in order to increase its cash and cash equivalent. 

Current Ratio 

The ratio results reflect year-on-year deterioration and the ratio results are below 

the norm of 1.5:1 for all the years under review. The analysis of the working capital 

indicates that current liabilities increased by 6.03 per cent while current assets 

decreased substantially by 21.89 per cent in the 2013/14 financial year. The major 

contributing factors are unspent conditional government grants and receipts 

increased from R1.26 million to R9.97 million and bank overdraft increased from 
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R0 million to R1.28 million, while cash and cash equivalents decreased 

substantially from R46.16 million to R18.58 million in the 2013/14 financial year. 

Currently ratio results are at 0.96:1 in 2013/14 financial year indicating a possibility 

of the municipality‟s inability to meet its short-term obligations when they fall due. 

6.1.2 Financial Performance 

(a) Expenditure Management 

Irregular, Fruitless and Wasteful and Unauthorised Expenditure/Total Operating 

Expenditure 

The ratio results reflect year-on-year fluctuations.  The ratio has increased from 

3.13 per cent in 2012/13 to 14.52 per cent in 2013/14 for irregular, fruitless and 

wasteful and unauthorised expenditure after being condoned by the Council.  

The ratio results are outside the acceptable norm of 0 per cent. The regress was 

majorly as a result of unauthorised expenditure. The municipality should 

implement strict measures to curb against the transgression of the MFMA 

requirements.   

6.1.3 Budget Implementation 

Capital Expenditure Budget Implementation Indicator 

The ratio results indicate a year-on-year fluctuations over the five years under review. 

In the 2013/14 financial year the municipality underspent its capital expenditure 

budget by 9.08 per cent (R7.71 million). The municipality indicated that Nekkies 

project was not completed due to provincial and SANRAL arrangements not being 

in place. 

Operating Expenditure Budget Implementation Indicator 

The ratio results indicate a year-on-year fluctuations over the five years under review. 

In the 2013/14 financial year the municipality overspent its operating expenditure 

budget by 8.79 per cent (R45.80 million). The major contributing factors are other 

expenditure (overspending on housing top structures funded by grants), other 

material (fuel costs) and employee related costs. The overspending indicates an 

inaccurate budgeting, consequently resulted into unauthorised expenditure. The 

ratio is not within the desired norm. 
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6.2 REVIEW OF THE NEW (2015/16) MTREF  

PART 6.2(1): REVIEW OF THE BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS 

Objective:  

The assessment is based on the budget assumptions as per page 42 of the budget 

document of the municipality. The budget assumptions are reviewed for 

completeness, credibility and reasonableness as it forms the basis upon which the 

new MTREF is prepared. 

Table 12 Budget Assumptions 

No. Description of the Budget Assumptions 

1. The budget is premised on a 94% payment level.  

2. The headline CPI forecasts from National Treasury of 5.4%, 5.6% and 5.4% were taken into 

consideration for the budget years 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18 respectively.  

3. Currently the municipality does not have a credit rating as Moody‟s withdrew the Baa2 rating in 

August 2013. 

4. Service charges tariff increases are proposed at 10% to 12.25% over the MTREF which are higher 

than the guidelines given by National Treasury.  

5. Cash flow and revenue collections are projected to remain consistent at 83.5-84.3% over the 

MTREF (SA10). 

6. The municipality received seven unqualified audits in a row with the last two being regarded as 

“clean”. 

7. The annual increase of 6% on basic remuneration as instructed by the Local Government 

Bargaining and National Treasury salaries and wage guidelines was not applied. However, a 

total increase of 11% on the adjusted budget of 2014/15 will be applied to cover the medical 

aid increases and shortfalls on Provisions and overtime costs. Unions are currently in salary 

negotiations. 

8. From 1 July 2014 amendments have been approved to both the Funding and Reserves Policy 

and the Budget Policy whereby 40% of the increased equitable share over a normal CPI 

adjustment will be allocated directly to repairs and maintenance and forty per cent to the 

Capital Replacement Reserve (CRR) for future infrastructure. 

9. Budgeted projections for 2015/16 are R677.10 million on operating revenue, R680.38 million on 

operating expenditure and capital expenditure budget of R92.47 million. 
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No. Description of the Budget Assumptions 

10. In recent years comprehensive efforts have been made towards ensuring that the IDP and the 

Annual Budget are aligned. In this regard, the following national priorities form the basis of all 

integration initiatives: 

1. Institutional Transformation and Financial Viability 

2. Environmental Planning and Management 

3. Infrastructure Development 

4. Community Services 

5. Local Economic Development 

11. An indigent household is defined in the Knysna Municipality as a household who earns a 

combined income of less than R4 600 per month. (Citizens must apply for this benefit). 

12. No consumer revenue is derived from poor households as the „poor household‟ limits 

consumption to the level of free basic services. 

13. The municipality is heavily geared at 40.7% of borrowings against capital funding projected for 

2015/16. 

Findings: 

1. The 2015/16 tabled budget is underpinned by the guidelines issued in MFMA 

Circulars 74 and 75 and previous budget circulars by National Treasury, the 

prevailing macro-economic policy and conditions and past performances 

achieved of Knysna Municipality. 

2. Based on the aforementioned, overall budget assumptions are credible and 

reasonable. 

PART 6.2(2): SURPLUS/DEFICIT FOR TRADING SERVICES  

Table 13 Surplus/deficit for trading services 

Standard Classification 

R thousand

Budget 

Year 

2015/16

Budget 

Year +1 

2016/17

Budget 

Year +2 

2017/18

Budget 

Year 

2015/16

Budget 

Year +1 

2016/17

Budget 

Year +2 

2017/18

Budget 

Year 

2015/16

Budget 

Year +1 

2016/17

Budget 

Year +2 

2017/18

Trading services 378 619    416 687    460 067     293 362     310 718   334 329     85 257     105 969    125 738    

Electricity 240 824    268 266    300 204     187 147     197 943   214 665     53 677     70 323      85 539      

Water 78 428      88 341      94 633       54 479       57 839     61 442       23 949     30 502      33 191      

Waste w ater management 29 138      26 755      28 697       25 422       27 024     28 979       3 716       (269)          (282)          

Waste management 30 229      33 325      36 533       26 314       27 912     29 244       3 915       5 413        7 289        

Operating Revenue Operating Expenditire Net Results (Surplus or Deficit)
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Findings: 

1. The comparisons indicate that „electricity, water and waste management‟ 

generate a surplus over the MTREF period suggesting that these tariffs may be 

fully cost reflective. Waste water management, however, is budgeted to have a 

surplus in 2015/16 but then declines to below breakeven in the outer years of the 

MTREF. 

2. According to the municipality, the geographical environment in which the 

water and waste water systems operate requires costly amounts of energy to 

pump water, hence, services are too expensive to be cost reflective. 

3. Cognisance is taken of the fact that the municipality may not allocate all other 

overheads and indirect costs to these services which consequently could distort 

the above results. 

 

Free Basic Services 

4. To qualify as an indigent, and receive free basic services, the gross household 

income must be less than R4600 per month. This is equivalent to two state 

pensions per households. 

5. According to the 2015 Local Government Equitable Share calculations, Knysna 

receives the following portion for the funding of free basic services for indigents. 

 Electricity - R9.91 million 

 Water - R14.94 million 

 Waste water - R12.04 million 

 Refuse - R10.10 million  

Risks: 

The waste water trading service projects a deficit over the MTREF. 

Recommendations: 

1. The municipality should continue implementing effective internal controls to 

ensure that financial sustainability is attained and maintained. 

2. In this regard the municipality is reminded to ensure that water and waste water 

management is on aggregate fully cost-reflective including, the cost of 

maintenance and renewal of purification/treatment plants and network 

infrastructure, as well as the cost of new infrastructure, (refer MFMA Circular 66). 
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3. The same recommendation would apply for water and waste management, 

although these services shows surpluses, the outcome may be different if all 

possible costs are taken into account to be accurately cost reflective. 

PART 6.2(3): THE CREDIBILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY OF THE BUDGET  

A. THE BUDGET OVERVIEW 

Figure 1 Budget overview 

 
 

Source: 2015/16 Budget Schedule A1 

Findings: 

1. The municipality has tabled an operating deficit budget for the 2015/16 financial 

year which is mainly caused by non-cash items like depreciation and asset and 

debt impairment. The position improves to operating surpluses in the two outer 

years of the MTREF.  

2. It should be noted that depreciation is an expenditure which should be 

supported by cash surpluses to make provision for the replacement of assets in 

the future. The funding and reserves policy indicates that the municipality 

remains flexible on the amount transferred to the Capital Replacement Reserve 

as this could impact on the affordability and sustainability of maintaining and 

replacing infrastructure. 

3. The Municipality has budgeted for adequate reserves as per Table A6 to 

partially cash-back these non-cash items in 2015/16 and fully cash back these 

items in the outer years of the MTREF. Surpluses projected over the MTREF 

(Budget Table A8) increase substantially as a result of the increase in cash and 

cash equivalents (Budget Table A7) which increases from R14.64 million to 

R116.74 million in 2017/18.  
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4. Albeit the challenging municipal economy, National Treasury has urged 

municipalities to table and adopt a surplus operating statement of financial 

performance with the 2015/2016 MTREF budget, refer MFMA Circular 72. 

B. REVIEW OF THE OPERATING REVENUE BUDGET 

Table 14 Operating Revenue Budget 

Description 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

YTD Actual 

(Feb 2015)

Budget Year 

2015/16

Budget Year +1 

2016/17

Budget Year +2 

2017/18

2014/15-

2015/16 

(YOY)

2015/16-

2016/17 

(YOY)

20116/17-

2017/18 

(YOY)

2014/15 -

2017/18 

(AVE)

Revenue By Source

Property rates 125 364     139 988     143 966    159 457    159 457    157 775     175 403      188 535           201 733           10% 7% 7% 8%

Property rates - penalties & collection charges 2 356        2 487        3 065       2 804       2 804       2 228        3 056          3 331              3 631              9% 9% 9% 9%

Service charges - electricity revenue 160 116     172 199     181 348    193 213    188 213    126 906     217 731      245 359           276 495           16% 13% 13% 14%

Service charges - water revenue 40 656      43 078      43 530      48 904      48 904      38 356      54 036        67 132            71 829            10% 24% 7% 14%

Service charges - sanitation revenue 9 632        10 232      10 898      11 469      11 469      11 405      12 618        13 499            14 445            10% 7% 7% 8%

Service charges - refuse revenue 13 179      13 459      14 188      15 352      15 352      15 055      16 886        18 575            20 433            10% 10% 10% 10%

Service charges - other 2 966        2 334        2 574       3 648       3 648       (1 174)       3 975          4 333              4 722              9% 9% 9% 9%

Rental of facilities and equipment 3 500        3 563        4 138       5 030       5 030       4 941        5 482          5 977              6 516              9% 9% 9% 9%

Interest earned - external investments 6 667        6 589        5 944       2 346       2 346       2 898        3 200          3 400              3 600              36% 6% 6% 16%

Interest earned - outstanding debtors 4 551        3 237        3 617       3 250       3 250       2 971        3 542          3 753              4 089              9% 6% 9% 8%

Dividends received –             –             –            –            –            -             –              –                   –                   – – – –

Fines 7 677        13 964      46 977      15 111      78 111      12 377      79 471        86 623            94 418            2% 9% 9% 7%

Licences and permits 1 843        1 674        1 643       1 998       1 998       1 083        2 179          2 331              2 541              9% 7% 9% 8%

Agency services 1 774        1 809        2 161       1 800       1 800       1 632        1 850          1 950              1 960              3% 5% 1% 3%

Transfers recognised - operational 89 231      83 819      89 804      68 844      91 990      48 549      93 803        104 483           108 783           2% 11% 4% 6%

Other revenue 37 889      8 455        7 750       3 291       3 341       4 899        3 619          4 089              5 115              8% 13% 25% 15%

Gains on disposal of PPE 43             2 816        327          250          250          331           250             250                 250                 0% 0% 0% 0%

Total Revenue (excluding capital transfers and 

contributions)

507 444     509 703     561 930    536 766    617 962    430 233     677 101      753 620           820 560           10% 11% 9% 10%

% Growth rates:  MTREF BudgetCurrent Year 2014/15
2015/16 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

 

Source: 2015/16 Budget Schedule A4 

Findings: 

(a) Property Rates 

1. Total property rates revenue growth is attributed to an increase of 10 per cent 

from the previous year in the rates tariffs for both domestic and non-domestic 

properties. This is in excess of the 6 per cent upper boundary inflation target as 

provided by MFMA Circular 75. 

2. The municipality cited that some of the challenges impacting on the proposed 

rates tariff increase includes that Knysna is a holiday destination and a retirement 

town and must fund itself and provide services for a twelve month period while 

operating at best on a six month cycle of consumption revenue during the year. 

3. The expected cash collection rate (SA11) of 92.2 per cent for 2015/16 is much 

higher than the current collection of 83.5 per cent as calculated in budget 

Table SA8. The municipality is encouraged to give a breakdown of the current 

and budgeted collection rates for property rates and the four trading services 

with the final budget to give a clearer representation. 
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4. Affordability of the proposed increased rates raises concern as the largest 

component of total outstanding debtors as 28 February 2015, comprises of 

property rates of 49 per cent. 

5. The outstanding debt for property rates as at 28 February 2015 decreased by 

R5.74 million or 11.7 per cent on an annual basis. The relationship between the 

projected increase in rates revenue and increase in the number of properties 

could not be determined as the supporting Tables SA11, SA12a and SA12b do 

not agree on the total number of properties. 

6. The 15 per cent domestic rebate still remains, although the municipality 

indicated in the 2014/15 budget that Council intended to phase out this rebate 

in forthcoming budgets to grow its revenue base. The intention still remains and it 

would be useful if the municipality could share the intended implementation 

timeframes and targets with Provincial Treasury. 

(b) Service Charges: Electricity 

1. Total electricity revenue increased by 16 per cent from the previous year which is 

informed by a 12.25 per cent tariff increase and is in line with the NERSA tariff 

guideline for 2015/16. 

2. The Municipality timeously submitted an application to NERSA for the approval of 

the electricity tariffs on 31 October 2014. 

3. The outstanding debtors for electricity as at the end of February 2015 decreased 

by R2.27 million or 10.3 per cent year-on-year. Based on the in-year performance, 

electricity revenue is on par with the year-to-date projection with a positive 3 per 

cent variance.  

4. Prepaid electricity meters have been introduced to properties in the Knysna 

municipal area, which would assist with the adequate control over the related 

revenue. 

5. Electricity distribution losses of 10.6 per cent as per 2013/14 Annual Financial 

Statements are slightly above the norm (between 5 and 10 per cent as 

prescribed by MFMA Circular 71) and should be strictly monitored by the 

municipality. The municipality failed to present the electricity distribution losses 

information for the 7 year horizon on Table SA8. 

6. The municipality did not make reference to any form of contingency plans to 

address the impact of prolonged power outages, which is relevant given the 

frequent load shedding and the consequential impact on the municipal services 

and reticulation systems. 
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(c) Service Charges: Water 

1. Water sales are expected to increase by 7.5 per cent from 2014/15 which is 

based on a tariff increase of 12 per cent.  The municipality has indicated that the 

above inflation tariff increase is substantiated by a 2 per allocation to improve 

the Capital Replacement Reserve for expansion of the treatment works in 

Knysna.  

2. The outstanding debtor balance for water increased by 14.7 per cent year-on-

year as at 28 February 2015. This raises concern given the proposed tariff increase 

of 12 per cent and the added pressures placed on consumers. 

3. The municipality has fully completed the budget Table A10. The comparison of 

the number of properties connected to municipal water infrastructure network as 

per supporting Table SA10 and the annual target as per the draft SDBIP do not 

agree. 

4. Water distribution losses of 6.5 per cent in the 2013/14 AFS are better than the 

norm (between 15 and 30% as prescribed by MFMA Circular 71) depicting that 

water infrastructure is well managed. This is commendable and the municipality is 

encouraged to continue to keep losses to a minimum. 

5. The municipality provides 6 kiloliters of water for free per month to all households. 

This view could be considered as too generous as those consumers in a position 

to pay for services should be required to contribute sufficiently to the municipal 

resources consumed. 

(d) Service Charges: Sewerage 

1. The average tariff increase amounts to 10 per cent which is above the National 

Treasury recommended inflation increase.  

2. The municipality cited that the above inflation tariff increase is due to the portion 

of the increased revenue that will be transferred to the CRR for the projected 

further up-grading/replacement of the wastewater treatment works next to the 

Knysna Estuary, beginning in 2018. 

3. The outstanding debtors for sanitation as at 28 February 2015 increased year-on-

year by R1.64 million or 22.7 per cent which could be an indication that tariffs are 

not affordable. The proposed higher than inflation tariff increase could 

exacerbate collection in this regard.  

4. However, to note is that the municipality wrote off R30 million service debts in 

2012/13 indicating that collection of service fees are a challenge. 
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5. The municipality should continue with its strategies to maximise revenue 

collection.  

(e) Service charges: Refuse Removal 

1. The total budgeted revenue for Refuse removal constitutes 2.5 per cent of the 

total operating revenue budget which is informed by weekly collections and a 

tariff increase of 10 per cent for both domestic and business consumers. 

2. The proposed tariff increase is above the 6 per cent threshold issued by National 

Treasury and the municipality cited that the only refuse dump is at least 100 km 

from the municipal area and related costs are built into the tariff increase.   

3. This situation has been a challenge in past and the municipality is silent on 

possible strategies to curb excessive tariff increases. Provincial Treasury agree 

that urgent strategic decisions are needed in this regard. 

4. Furthermore, the tariffs for solid waste management must take into account 

good practice to maintain a cash-backed reserve to cover the future costs of 

rehabilitating landfill sites.  Knysna Municipality has not indicated whether this is 

indeed a reason for the tariff increase above the 6 per cent threshold. 

5. The outstanding debtors for refuse removal increased by R0.87 million or 9.8 per 

cent which could impact on the affordability of consumers. 

(f) Fines 

The municipality implemented iGRAP1 in the 2014/15 adjustment budget. This 

resulted in fines revenue rising from R15.11 million to R78.11 million and a 

corresponding growth in debt impairment to be in accordance with the new 

accounting treatment. 

(g) Transfers recognised – Operational 

The Supporting A-schedule (SA18) reconciles in total to the Provincial Gazette No. 

7235 and the 2015 Division of Revenue Bill except that MIG was overstated by R1 000 

in 2015/16 and understated by R178 000 in 2017/18. The municipality is advised to 

correct this oversight. 

Risks: 

1. The tariff increases are in excess of the CPI target set by National Treasury for all 

consumer categories. This poses a risk and indicates that tariffs might become 

unaffordable given the year-on-year growth in outstanding debtors which is 

further constrained by prevailing economic conditions. 
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2. Load shedding results in breakdown of municipal services and loss of revenue if 

adequate back-up systems are not in place. 

3. Excessive costs associated with refuse removal will continually cause high tariff 

increases if not effectively managed. 

4. Budget Table SA18 does not reconcile to 2015 DoRB. 

Recommendations: 

1. The municipality is advised to ensure that a balance is maintained between cost 

reflective tariffs and affordability to residents.  In this regard the municipality 

should continue with its strategies to maximise revenue collection.  

2. The Municipality is advised to formulate a contingency plan to address the 

impact of prolonged power outages. 

3. Strategic decisions and innovative practices are needed to curb excessive tariff 

increases relating to refuse removal. 

4. The Municipality should reconcile Table SA18 to the 2015 DoRB, specifically the 

MIG allocation for 15/16 and 17/18. 

C. REVIEW OF THE OPERATING EXPENDITURE BUDGET 

Table 15 Operating Expenditure Budget 

Description 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

YTD 

Actual 

(Feb 

Budget 

Year 

2015/16

Budget 

Year 

+1 2016/17

Budget 

Year 

+2 2017/18

2014/15-

2015/16 

(YOY)

2015/16-

2016/17 

(YOY)

20116/17-

2017/18 

(YOY)

2014/15 -

2017/18 

(AVE)

Expenditure By Type

Employ ee related costs 139 676  153 828  170 268 173 706 181 491 115 192 201 541  217 447    232 214    11% 8% 7% 8%

Remuneration of councillors 5 619     5 908     6 240     6 665     6 665     4 213     6 817     7 294       7 804       2% 7% 7% 6%

Debt impairment 25 142    20 480    47 163   25 196   88 196   16 790   94 369   100 975    108 043    7% 7% 7% 7%

Depreciation & asset impairment 148 738  21 403    22 234   28 199   28 199   18 801   29 146   32 544     34 749     3% 12% 7% 7%

Finance charges 16 686    14 876    14 488   18 493   14 499   4 120     16 568   15 586     16 520     14% -6% 6% 5%

Bulk purchases 107 621  122 262  123 733 137 236 129 236 77 921   146 160  154 954    168 900    13% 6% 9% 9%

Other materials 16 716    18 177    21 789   16 843   17 440   9 145     18 950   19 871     20 790     9% 5% 5% 6%

Contracted serv ices 15 363    17 128    18 694   22 941   22 755   12 851   23 272   24 598     24 903     2% 6% 1% 3%

Transfers and grants 5 784     5 610     5 001     5 514     5 464     3 597     5 556     5 665       5 781       2% 2% 2% 2%

Other ex penditure 210 766  112 119  136 871 105 956 119 408 71 849   137 999  151 346    156 309    16% 10% 3% 10%

Loss on disposal of PPE 422        3 251     562       –         –         –         –         –           –           – – – –

Total Expenditure 692 532  495 042  567 043 540 748 613 352 334 477 680 377  730 280    776 013    11% 7% 6% 8%

Current Year 2014/15
2015/16 Medium Term Revenue 

& Expenditure Framework
% Growth rates:  MTREF Budget

 

Source: 2015/16 Budget Schedule A4 
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(a)  Employee related costs 

1. The total budgeted employee related costs of R201.54 million constitutes 29.6 per 

cent of the total operating expenditure budget. This is line with the National 

Treasury norm of 25 – 40 per cent.  

2. The 2015/16 budgeted employee cost increase of 11 per cent is above the 

guideline issued by National Treasury of 4.4 per cent as negotiations are still 

currently underway with regards to the Salary and Wage Collective Agreement. 

The municipality indicated that 11 per cent increase is mainly to cover medical 

aid increases and shortfalls on provisions and overtime costs.  

3. The municipality budgeted to increase the total personnel number by 3.4 per 

cent from the current year of which the highest number of personnel to be 

increased are clerks (6) (SA24). The balance of the increase is spread out across 

the various disciplines. 

4. The Finance and HR headcount is projected to remain unchanged in the 15/16 

financial year. 

(b) Remuneration of councillors 

Remuneration of councillors is projected to increase by 2.3 per cent in 2015/16 which 

is in accordance with the determination of upper limits, salaries and benefits 

published in Government Gazette No. 37281.  

(c) Debt impairment 

1. Debt impairment is projected to increase by 7 per cent from the 2014/15 

adjusted budget and is informed by the an assumed collection rate of 94 per 

cent (pg.43 budget document) and 83.5 per cent (SA1), growth in gross 

outstanding debtors amounting to R5.85 million (IYM Feb 2015) and the 

implementation of iGRAP1.  

2. An impairment of R32.86 million was processed for fines in 2013/14 due to the 

recognition of iGRAP1.  The municipality is therefore encouraged to ensure that 

all stringent measures are exhausted in the collection of outstanding fines to curb 

impending debt impairment costs. 

(d) Depreciation and asset impairment 

1. Depreciation and asset impairment increase by 3.4 per cent from R28.20 million in 

2014/15 which is consistent with the increase in Property Plant and Equipment as 

per budget Table A9.  
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2. Depreciation and asset impairment seem to be partially cash backed which is a 

concern as depreciation is of considered a replacement measure for the rate of 

asset consumption.  

(e) Finance charges 

1. Finance charge increase by 14.3 per cent from R14.50 million in 2014/15 to 

R16.57 million in 2015/16, and constitute 2.4 per cent of the total operating 

expenditure.  

2. Finance charge projections across the MTREF are reasonable based on the 

overall trend of capital charges to own expenditure (SA8) and borrowed funding 

of own capital expenditure (SA8). The municipality is reminded that funds derived 

from borrowing should only be utilised to finance infrastructure that is 

economically beneficial and generates revenue for the municipality. 

3. It is noted that the aims to shift the internal spending patterns to ensure that 

national and provincial capital grant funding is aimed at low income and 

basic service delivery infrastructure and that borrowed moneys are aimed at 

economic growth and ultimately job creation projects. 

(f) Bulk purchases 

1. Bulk purchases relate to electricity purchases of R146.16 million and comprise 

21.5 per cent of the 2015/16 operating expenditure budget.  

2. The budgeted amount translates to an increase of 13.1 per cent which is lower 

than the 14.69 per cent as per the NERSA 2015/16 guideline. 

(g) Contracted services  

The total budget for contracted services in Knysna is 3.7 per cent of the total 

operating expenditure budget which is within the norm as prescribed by National 

Treasury in MFMA Circular 71.  

(h) Transfers and grants  

1. Transfers and grants made by the municipality amount to R5.56 million for 

2015/16, which represents 1.7 per cent increase from 2014/15. 

2. The average increase to the following organisations: Leisure Isle Residents 

Association and Animal Welfare is 7 per cent for 2015/16. Grants made to Knysna 

Tourism remains constant over the MTREF at R4 million. 
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(i) Other expenses 

1. Other expenditure constitutes a significant 20.3 per cent of the total operating 

expenditure which increased by 19.5 per cent from the 2014/15 adjusted 

budget. 

2. The highest components of other expenditure (refer SA1) relate to repairs and 

maintenance (33.4%), operating grant expenditure (18.7%) and projects (11.9%). 

3. The municipality is commended for the effort of detailing the other expenditure 

by type category (SA1). It must be noted that general expenses is on average 

1.0 per cent of the total operating expenditure over the MTREF. This is well within 

the required norm of less than 10 per cent of total operating expenditure as 

prescribed by NT.  

4. A substantial decline of 79 per cent in consultant fees is observed from 2014/15 

to 2015/16 amounting to R10.14 million. Projects declined by 42 per cent from 

2014/15 indicating that cost containment measures have been implemented. 

The municipality is commended for reducing the use of consultants and 

enforcing cost containment measures. 

(j) Repairs and maintenance 

1. The budgeted repairs and maintenance of Knysna Municipality is below the 

norm prescribed by National Treasury and is reported as 5 per cent of Property 

Plan and Equipment. Although a lower percentage, it is noted that the 

municipality has prioritised repairs and maintenance, with a 29 per cent increase 

from 2014/15 to ensure a higher level of service delivery. 

2. The municipality allocated the full portion of repairs and maintenance towards 

„Other expenditure‟ and does not allocate the employee related costs of 

maintenance workers as well as the costs of materials used in the process to 

incur repairs and maintenance which consequently understates the 

expenditure. This problem is envisaged to be resolved with the implementation 

of mSCOA.  

Risks: 

1. Employee related cost increases are above the National Treasury guideline and 

could place pressure on the budget to meet operational requirements given the 

operating deficit budget tabled. 
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2. Repairs and Maintenance budget still remains below the 8 per cent norm as a 

percentage of PPE. The Municipality is however commended on its efforts in 

addressing this shortfall. 

3. Depreciation is not fully cash backed. 

Recommendations: 

1. The Municipality is advised to review its expenditure plans and priorities, 

specifically the employee related costs, to be in line with National Treasury 

guidelines to ensure key objectives are achieved and efficiency gains are 

prioritised for the operating budget 

2. The Municipality‟s efforts to prioritise repairs and maintenance are noted and the 

municipality is encouraged to continue in this way to ensure adequate provision 

is made for the sustainability of its infrastructure assets. Furthermore, the 

municipality is reminded of section 2.2 of MFMA Budget Circular 75 stating that 

MIG transfers will be amended to allocate funds for use in the refurbishment and 

replacement of infrastructure, but only if municipalities can demonstrate that 

assets have been maintained on a regular basis.  

3. The Municipality needs to review the depreciation projections and plan such that 

the replacement values of its assets are appropriately cash backed taking into 

account historic trends in the movement of Property Plan and Equipment (PPE), 

acquisition of new PPE over the MTREF and planning for transfers to CRR. 

D. THE CAPITAL EXPENDITURE BUDGET  

Table 16 Capital Expenditure Budget 

Vote Description 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

YTD 

Actual 

(Feb 

Budget 

Year 

2015/16

Budget Year 

+1 2016/17

Budget Year 

+2 2017/18

2014/15-

2015/16 

(YOY)

2015/16-

2016/17 

(YOY)

20116/17-

2017/18 

(YOY)

2014/15 -

2017/18 

(AVE)

Capital Expenditure - Standard

Governance and administration 12 769    5 272     10 061    3 553    4 852     1 259     3 935       1 744           995             -47% 34% -51% -22%

Ex ecutiv e and council 1 067     1 981     5 681     2 090    2 532     224        1 540       20               20               -91% -100% – -95%

Budget and treasury  office 1 256     82          1 780     438       463        19          1 215       120             –               -65% -83% 25% -41%

Corporate serv ices 10 446    3 209     2 600     1 025    1 858     1 016     1 180       1 604           975             -43% 44% -52% -17%

Community and public safety 8 005     18 482    26 078    24 119  33 109    12 807    35 987     27 688         23 851         1% -59% 52% -2%

Community  and social serv ices 253        732        10 067    4 629    4 742     411        4 595       2 509           2 509           176% 106% 107% 129%

Sport and recreation 26          1 541     855        1 140    1 710     38          1 800       2 220           1 600           659% -9% 6% 219%

Public safety 934        –          2 342     350       850        –           930             3 220           -27% 133% 38% 48%

Housing 6 792     16 209    12 814    18 000  25 807    12 359    29 592     22 029         16 522         -20% -98% -100% -73%

Health –          –          –          –        –          –           –               –               – – – –

Economic and environmental services 5 370     2 748     7 729     3 474    6 551     247        3 216       2 050           1 870           9% -26% -17% -11%

Planning and dev elopment –          86          –          250       985        –           –               –               34% -26% -13% -1%

Road transport 5 370     2 662     3 422     3 224    5 566     247        3 216       2 050           1 870           9% -26% -17% -11%

Env ironmental protection –          –          4 308     –        –          –           –               –               -100% – – –

Trading services 34 123    48 577    33 395    39 028  44 622    15 296    49 335     38 758         32 276         -14% 16% 12% 5%

Electricity 13 054    13 405    19 025    13 341  13 341    2 533     19 682     8 636           4 579           -6% 3% 16% 4%

Water 5 285     12 377    12 136    18 794  19 583    12 147    17 380     22 050         22 075         3% 44% 6% 18%

Waste w ater management 14 820    21 105    2 234     3 720    9 695     616        8 893       6 182           5 182           -27% 6% 23% 1%

Waste management 963        1 689     –          3 173    2 003     3 380       1 890           440             -43% 2% -65% -35%

Other –          –          –          –        –          –           –               –               -50% 0% -100% -50%

Total Capital Expenditure - Standard 60 268    75 079    77 263    70 174  89 134    29 609    92 473     70 240         58 992         -8% -12% 10% -3%

% Growth rates:  MTREF BudgetCurrent Year 2014/15
2015/16 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework

 

Source: 2015/16 Budget Schedule A5 
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Findings: 

1. The capital budget has placed emphasis on multi-year projects at 76.8 per cent 

and single year projects at 23.2 per cent which supports the principle of forward 

planning for capital projects and programmes. 

2. The Municipality intends to use R64.24 million (69.5 per cent) of the total capital 

funding for new capital assets and the balance for the renewal of existing 

properties which is not in accordance to National Treasury guidelines. 

3. The capital programme addresses the municipal service delivery and budget 

implementation plan with the main focus of the capital spending directed 

towards improving service delivery adhering to the Back to Basics approach. 

4. It has been noted that the municipality failed to include the GPS co-ordinates 

and the ward location of the capital projects on Table SA36. The Municipality is 

advised to include this information with the final budget at the end of May. 

Risks: 

A large portion of the capital budget is allocated to new assets which would require 

maintenance and place further strain on the municipality‟s budget. The budgeted 

allocation is not in line with National Treasury‟s guidelines as the municipality 

allocated less than 40 per cent of its 2015/16 budget to the renewal of existing 

assets. 

Recommendations: 

As per MFMA Circular 55, the municipality should provide for a detailed explanation 

and assurance that the budgeted amount is adequate to secure the ongoing 

health of the municipality‟s infrastructure supported by reference to its asset 

management plan;  

E. THE CAPITAL FUNDING BUDGET 

Table 17 Capital Expenditure Budget 

Vote Description 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

YTD 

Actual 

(Feb 

2015)

Budget 

Year 

2015/16

Budget 

Year +1 

2016/17

Budget 

Year +2 

2017/18

2014/15-

2015/16 

(YOY)

2015/16-

2016/17 

(YOY)

20116/17-

2017/18 

(YOY)

2014/15 -

2017/18 

(AVE)

Funded by:

National Government 27 112      23 027     25 865     21 317     21 317     9 791       25 532     24 557     24 505     20% -4% 0% 5%

Provincial Government 3 328        14 472     14 185     18 167     29 300     12 224     30 733     22 029     16 522     5% -28% -25% -16%

District Municipality –             –            –            –            –            –            –            –            –            –       –        –             –          

Other transfers and grants 239           864          81            –            50            –            –            –            –            -100% –        –             –          

Transfers recognised - capital 30 679      38 363     40 132     39 484     50 667     22 015     56 265     46 586     41 027     11% -17% -12% -6%

Public contributions & donations 777           446          4 519       –            –            –            –            –            –            –       –        –             –          

Borrowing 13 094      23 105     14 318     16 695     17 105     4 854       14 732     11 570     9 660       -14% -21% -17% -17%

Internally generated funds 15 718      13 165     18 294     13 995     21 363     2 740       21 476     12 084     8 305       1% -44% -31% -25%

Total Capital Funding 60 268      75 079     77 263     70 174     89 134     29 609     92 473     70 240     58 992     4% -24% -16% -12%

Current Year 2014/15

2015/16 Medium Term 

Revenue & Expenditure 

Framework

% Growth rates:  MTREF Budget

 

Source: 2015/16 Budget Schedule A5 
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Findings: 

(a) External Funding: Capital Grants 

The Capital funding mix is well structured, consisting of R56.27 million (60.8 per cent) 

from National and Provincial grants and R36.21 million (39.2 per cent) from internally 

generated funds and borrowings.  

(b) External Funding: Borrowings  

1. The Municipality‟s reliance on external funding increases over the MTREF from 

40.7 per cent to 53.8 per cent in 2017/18 which raised concern as it is above the 

national norm of 45 per cent. 

2. The additional borrowing is associated with interest bearing and could 

significantly impact on the cash position of the municipality. However, the 

municipality has projected for substantial growth in cash and cash equivalents 

over the MTREF to minimise this risk. 

(c) Internal Funding: Own Contributions from Cash Reserves   

1. Internally generated funds constitute R21.48 million (23.2 per cent) of the total 

capital budget. According to the 2013/14 Annual Financial Statements the 

closing balance of the Capital Replacement Reserve (CRR) amounted to 

R0 due to the decline in the Municipality‟s cash position, however the 

municipality reported an improved cash and cash equivalents position of 

R95.81 million as at 28 February 2015. 

2. The municipality intends to sustain the CRR over the MTREF by allocating 40 per 

cent over a normal CPI adjustment of the increased equitable share to the CRR 

for future infrastructure.  This is an indication that municipality does not intend 

utilising the full extent of the Equitable Share towards free basic services. In 

addition the CRR will be further supplemented with a 2 per cent allocation from 

water tariff. 
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PART 6.2(4): THE FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT  

A. OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT CASH POSITION OF THE MUNICIPALITY – AS AT 

28 FEBRUARY 2015 

Findings: 

Cash and cash equivalents 

1. The monthly cash coverage is 1.10 times as at 28 February 2015 and indicates 

that cash inflows exceeded cash outflows. The year-to-date cash coverage is 

1.19 times as per the Cash flow actual which is informed by the Cash Flow 

Actual returns.  

2. During February 2015 the municipality increased their net cash position to 

R4.5 million, thereby decreasing the liquidity risk for the period under review. The 

reported cash flow information indicates no liquidity risk with a positive closing 

balance for cash and cash equivalents. 

Investment 

The closing balance on the Investment Portfolio indicates an amount to 

R83.53 million as at 28 February 2015.  

External Loan 

The municipality budgeted for repayment on external borrowing as per the cash 

flow budget. The municipality repaid R7.73 million, which is 47.9 per cent of its 

budgeted repayments for the period under review as at February 2015.   

Credit Risk 

The municipality met the repayment obligations for the period under review and 

minimised the default/credit risk.  

B. REVIEW OF MTREF 2015/16 CASH POSITION 

B.(1) BORROWINGS  

Findings:  

The projected long-term borrowing balances indicate R100.35 million in 2015/16 and 

will decrease over the MTREF. It is noted that the municipality plans to enter into a 

proposed long term borrowing in December 2015.   
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Risks: 

The Municipality is not exposed to credit risk. The gearing ratio indicates the extent of 

total borrowings in relation to total operating revenue. The municipality‟s gearing 

ratio indicates a decrease from 20.20 per cent in 2015/16 to 13.44 per cent in the 

2017/18 financial year. The gearing ratio is on average 16.87 per cent over the 

MTREF period under review which is below the national norm.  

Recommendation: 

The ratio result is less than 45 per cent which indicates that the Municipality still has 

capacity to increase funding for long term borrowings. 

Repayment on borrowing 

The Municipality is making provision for repayments on borrowing of R19.70 million on 

the budgeted monthly cash flow for 2015/16 and the repayments fluctuate over the 

medium term 

B.(2) REVIEW OF INVESTMENTS 

Findings: 

The investment closing balances will increase over the medium term. The highest 

item contributing to the investment balance is deposits at banks. During the 2015/16 

financial year the municipality is projecting a return on investments of 9.45 per cent. 

The forecasts for 2015/16 are projected slightly higher than the current market trends. 

This is achievable if the municipality can sustain the key income votes in the 

operating budget over the MTREF. 

B.(3) CASH FLOWS AGAINST BUDGETED REVENUES AND EXPENDITURE 

Findings: 

The cash flow budget for 2015/16 indicates that the municipality will be generating 

sufficient cash inflow from operating activities to finance cash outflow from 

operations. The net increase in cash held indicates that the municipality will have 

sufficient funds for its cash payments.      

Credibility: Schedules SA 30 & A7 

The budgeted monthly cash flow 2015/16 reconciles when comparing A7 to SA30 

indicating credibility of the budget. 
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C. THE APPLICATION OF CASH & INVESTMENTS 

Table 18 Application of cash & investments 

Description 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

R thousand
Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Audited 

Outcome

Original 

Budget

Adjusted 

Budget

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget Yr 

2015/16

Budget Yr 

+1 2016/17

Budget Yr 

+2 2017/18

2014/15-

2015/16 

(YOY)

2015/16-

2016/17 

(YOY)

20116/17-

2017/18 

(YOY)

2014/15 -

2017/18 

(AVE)

Cash and investments available

Cash/cash equiv alents at the y ear end 55 503         46 161         17 303         27 551       13 973        15 132        14 638        54 753           116 737          5% 274% 113% 131%

Other current inv estments  > 90 day s (0)               0                0                (0)              0                (0)               1 361         1 361             1 361             0% 0% 0% -100%

Non current assets - Inv estments 17 385         19 025         21 435         21 982       22 721        22 721        23 857        25 050           26 302            5% 5% 5% -100%

Cash and investments available: 72 887         65 186         38 738         49 532       36 694        37 852        39 855        81 164           144 400          9% 104% 78% 63%

Application of cash and investments – – – –

Unspent conditional transfers 2 137          1 262          9 966          –             1 754          1 754          1 754         1 754             1 754             0% 0% 0% -100%

Unspent borrow ing –               –               –               –             –              –              –              –                 –                  – – – –

Statutory  requirements –               –               –               –             –              –              –              –                 –                  – – – –

Other w orking capital requirements (11 525)        (19 853)        (23 387)        (23 110)      (13 088)       (18 547)       (10 550)       (5 558)            (1 680)            -19% -47% -70% -45%

Other prov isions – – – –

Long term inv estments committed 17 385         19 025         21 435         21 982       22 721        22 721        23 857        25 050           26 302            5% 5% 5% –

Reserv es to be backed by  cash/inv estments 14 676         14 725         12 308         37 687       18 516        18 516        21 728        27 450           33 184            17% 26% 21% 22%

Total Application of cash and investments: 22 673         15 159         20 321         36 558       29 903        24 444        36 789        48 696           59 560            23% 32% 22% 26%

Surplus(shortfall) 50 215         50 027         18 417         12 974       6 791          13 409        3 066         32 467           84 840            -55% 959% 161% 355%

Current Year 2014/15
2015/16 Medium Term Revenue & 

Expenditure Framework
% Growth rates:  MTREF Budget

 

Source: 2015/16 Budget Schedule A8  

Findings: 

The surplus balances reported on Table A8, it is evident the municipality is financially 

stable as all budgeted commitments are cash backed for 2015/16. However, the 

municipality should also include any cash backed amounts for unspent borrowing, 

statutory requirements and other provisions to be backed by cash/investments. Any 

omission of commitments would provide a distorted view of the net surplus cash 

position of the municipality.  

Risks:  

Omission of commitments would provide a distorted view of the net surplus cash 

position of the Municipality. 

Recommendation: 

Any outstanding cash backed items should be included on schedule A8 to 

determine the correct surplus/shortfall over the MTREF.  
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D. THE FUNDING COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT  

Table 19 Funding Compliance 

Current Year 

2014/15

Full Year 

Forecast

Budget 

Year 

2015/16

Budget 

Year +1 

2016/17

Budget 

Year +2 

2017/18

Comments

Funding measures

Cash/cash equiv alents at the y ear end - R'000 18(1)b 15 132         14 638     54 753     116 737    Positiv e but is before cash commitments.

Cash + inv estments at the y r end less applications - R'000 18(1)b 13 409         3 066       32 467     84 840      In compliance w ith sec. 18(1)b of the MFMA and remains positiv e ov er the MTREF.

Cash y ear end/monthly  employ ee/supplier pay ments 18(1)b 0.4              0.3          1.1          2.3           Less than 1 in 15/16 but mov es to abov e one in the outer y ears.

Surplus/(Deficit) ex cluding depreciation offsets: R'000 18(1) 55 278         52 989     69 926     85 574      Aligns w ith the first tw o measurements indicating rev enue lev els are sufficient.

Serv ice charge rev  % change - macro CPIX target ex clusiv e 18(1)a,(2) (6.0%) 6.5% 5.8% 3.7% Indicates tariffs across the MTREF are abov e CPIX w hich is contrary  to the guideline 

issued by  NT.

Cash receipts % of Ratepay er & Other rev enue 18(1)a,(2) 83.0% 83.5% 84.0% 84.3% A mismatch betw een w hat is stated in the budget report (94%), therefore credibility  is 

questioned.

Debt impairment ex pense as a % of total billable rev enue 18(1)a,(2) 20.5% 19.5% 18.7% 18.2% Acceptable giv en the sustantial increase Debt Impairment on account of the 

implementation of iGRAP1.

Capital pay ments % of capital ex penditure 18(1)c;19 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Intend to apply  strict compliance to pay  w ithin 30 day s.

Borrow ing receipts % of capital ex penditure (ex cl. transfers) 18(1)c 44.5% 40.7% 48.9% 53.8% Borrow ing still remains a significant funding source for the capital programme ov er the 

MTREF.

Grants % of Gov t. legislated/gazetted allocations 18(1)a 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% Municipality  failed to complete the Total gazetted/adv ised national, prov incial and 

district grants w hich is required to calculate this ratio.

Current consumer debtors % change - incr(decr) 18(1)a (3.6%) (6.4%) (1.7%) (0.9%) Negativ e due to the prov ision for debt impairment. In line w ith A6.

Long term receiv ables % change - incr(decr) 18(1)a 811.7% 757.3% (6.4%) (6.8%) Inititial increase and gradual decline thereafter in line w ith table A6.

R&M % of Property  Plant & Equipment 20(1)(v i) 4.1% 5.0% 4.6% 4.7% Low  in terms of the 8% established by  NT but has been prioritsed w ith 29% increase in 

R&M in the 15/16 budget.

Asset renew al % of capital budget 20(1)(v i) 25.0% 31.7% 24.6% 26.0% Below  the 40% norm established by  NT.

Description
MFMA 

section

2015/16 Medium Term Revenue & Expenditure Framework

 

Source: 2015/16 Budget Schedule SA10 

Only significant indicators that fall outside of the norm are included in the 

assessment below: 

(1) Service charge revenue % change – macro CPIX target exclusive 

The percentages indicate that all tariffs are above CPIX which is not recommended.  

The municipality has in the budget document given explanations for the above 

inflation increases but the affordability by consumers will be a challenge.  

(2) Cash receipts % of ratepayer and other revenue  

The percentage calculated on Table SA10 is not in line with the projected collection 

rate percentage in the budget document for the 2015/16 MTREF where the 

municipality indicated a 94 per cent collection rate. The reason is that the 

municipality has not included the interest on outstanding debtors and other revenue 

in the calculation total whereas the automated formula in SA10 included it. 
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(3) Debt impairment expense % of billable revenue 

The result is in line with the 83 per cent for the cash receipts percentage of ratepayer 

and other revenue in the Table SA10; however this is not in line with the 94 per cent 

as indicated in the budget document. A declining trend is observed over the MTREF 

and is consistent with the increased provision for bad debt over the MTREF. 

(4) Borrowing as a % of capital expenditure (less transfers, grants and 

contributions)   

The ratios are high and it indicates over reliance on borrowings. 

(5) Transfers/grants as a % of Government transfers/grants 

The municipality has recorded all the DoRA and Provincial Treasury allocations on 

Table SA18; however there are discrepancies with the MIG allocation in 2015/16 and 

2017/18. It must also be noted that the municipality failed to complete the Total 

gazetted/advised national, provincial and district grants on supporting Table SA18 

which is required for the calculation of this ratio. 

(6) Repairs & maintenance (R&M) expenditure level 

The ratio is significantly lower than the norm of 8 per cent, costs challenges are 

noted. However, the municipality prioritised 29 per cent increase in 2015/16.  

(7) Asset renewal % of capital budget 

The ratio is below the guideline of 40 per cent issued by National Treasury. It is 

advised that the municipality ensure the current state of aging infrastructure is 

acceptable and does not require provision to be made in the capital budget for the 

replacement of existing assets. 
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SECTION 7:  MAIN POINTS & RISKS/RECOMMENDATIONS 

This section outlines the main points and risks/recommendations based of the 

LG MTEC 3 Assessment.  

Integrated Development Planning and Spatial Development Analysis 

Over and above the findings noted in this assessment, the draft 2015/16 IDP Review 

is a concise, easy to read document that reflects a satisfactory level of planning of 

the municipality. 

The final 2015/16 IDP Review shows clear indications of all projects to be 

implemented during 2015- 2018 MTEF period.  Some projects are multi-year projects 

which run over two consecutive years. Majority of the projects are registered as MIG 

projects and are in implementation already. 

The Municipality does not currently have an over-arching framework guiding all 

infrastructure-related sector plans; however, have sector master plans for their 

various infrastructure components.  The municipality is currently developing an 

Integrated Strategic Development Framework (ISDF) which will become the 

strategic policy direction for future development. The municipality does not have an 

Infrastructure Investment Plan, however the IDP indicates that it would be prepared 

during the previous financial year. The IDP should  indicate which sector plans are 

going to be updated or reviewed when the new SDF is adopted, or whether the 

new Integrated Infrastructure plans that will give effect to the ISDF process are to 

supersede all infrastructure master plans altogether. 

The draft SDF should contain an implementation framework or capital investment 

framework, which will make it possible to state whether or not the budget allocation 

in the IDP is aligned to this.  

The SDF should promote the optimal use of existing resources (resource efficiency) as 

it includes the option of scattered rural settlements of less than 500 households, 

being redeveloped to settlements of at least 500 households. 

When the Municipality reviews the SDF, it will need to ensure that the SDF addresses 

the requirements of the MSA, SPLUMA and the Land Use Planning Act.  

Furthermore, section 4 of this report encapsulates recommendations to key 

observations of the IDP and the municipality is encouraged to consider these to 

improve the necessary focus areas. 
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The Municipality should make full use of JPI and other initiatives to strengthen the 

relationship with sector departments in order to achieve the NDP goals, especially 

with regard to economic growth and education as these provide a corner stone to 

achieve other goals. 

Budget Responsiveness 

Knysna Municipality‟s budget is responsive to its current socio-economic reality over 

the 2015/16 MTREF. It is recommended that the municipality ensure alignment 

between the budget and the SDBIP with regard to the provision of basic services.  

There are relatively low levels of access to sanitation within the municipal area which 

would require that waste water management receive greater priority within the 

budget in order to address these backlogs.  

The Municipality is commended for providing free basic services to such large 

proportions of municipal households. This may be relieving households considering 

the high levels of unemployment (24.8 per cent) in the municipal area.  

The decline in housing expenditure over the MTREF is of concern considering the 

backlogs and large waiting list in Knysna Municipality. It is thus recommended that 

the Municipality sustain housing expenditure over the MTREF to ensure that levels of 

access do not decline.  

The low levels of spending on infrastructure/capital projects (9.2 per cent of total 

expenditure) are of concern as these projects facilitate economic activity and 

growth. Capital expenditure should be above the 10 per cent of total expenditure 

threshold.  

It is recommended that the Municipality increase spending on renewal of assets 

again over the longer term, as over 2014/15 and projected for the 2015/16 MTREF 

spending is below 40 per cent of capital spending. The sustainability of assets may 

thus be hampered.  

Overall the levels of access to basic services have dropped from 2011 to 2013 within 

the Knysna municipal area, due to the high population growth which make it 

difficult for the municipality to sustain service delivery levels. 
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Credibility and sustainability of the Budget 

The Municipality has tabled a credible, sustainable and relevant budget amidst the 

severe pressures experienced in the South African economy. There is good 

indication of technical proficiency in preparation and compilation of the budgets as 

required by the Municipal Budget Reporting Regulations. 

However concern is expressed in the operating deficit budget of R3.28 million 

projected for 2015/16 coupled with the above inflation tariff increases which could 

render basic services unaffordable to the community and impact negatively on 

outstanding debtors and subsequently on future cash flow. 

Although the proposed capital programme addresses service delivery projects, 

concern is raised that the municipality intends to allocate forty per cent of the 

increased equitable share over a normal CPI adjustment to the CRR and repairs and 

maintenance which is not in the spirit of the Back to Basics approach.  

1. SA18 was not fully reconciled to the DoRB as errors were picked up in 2015/16 

and 2017/18 with regards to the MIG allocation. The municipality is advised to 

reconcile SA18 to the DoRB with the tabling of the final budget. 

2. The Municipality submitted the budget tables without formulae which is deemed 

to be not in accordance with the prescribed format as per National Treasury, 

and subsequently impacts on Provincial Treasury‟s assessment. 

 







To Budget office  

you said we could write to you about the IDP & budget and you’ll take note. I said I’d written many 

times without even acknowledgement and have in the past few weeks sent you copies, & more are 

copied with this email. I don’t intend writing a manual re-this today, but to touch again on significant 

items in the 1st part. 

1) No economic development for SSS, (Sedgefield/Smutsville/Sizemile). For years I’ve suggested 2 

requests, a passionate CDW, to create 2 data-sheets of who needs what help, and who can help, and a 

wi-fi system just for the needy areas so we can help, digitally. But alas nothing yet after 5 long years. The 

poor need HOPE. 

2) No effective law-enforcement in SSS. Many suggestions have been given on this. 

3) Ward 1’s greatest need is accommodation. At this budget I asked to see the budget amount for 

2015/2016 for this. I wait. 

4) We had the long, aggressive tirade in Xhosa blaming the waste-water-plant for no housing at the 

IDP/budget 2015/2016. This is so out-of-date. In 2004 & 2007 &2010 DWA wrote excellent reports on all 

water for this municipality, which have been ignored. 

5) KM continues to brag about clean audits, ward-committees, etc.. Yet when questioned about the cost 

to rate-payers of the MM’s costs of over R1 600 000-00 pa, denial is all you KM mayor, councillors, 

directors & staff dance & shout about. We are not fools. Don’t tell me that this isn’t the 1st table that is 

scutinised. And this applies to excessive costs across the board. Ward committees are manipulated to 

suit councillors, certainly in 1 & 2. 

6) What’s happening with the ISDF, costing millions? Remember a year ago I asked about the Arup 

Report and mm-b said “not 4 persons in the hall would have heard about it”, whose fault was that, 

except mm-b’s himself. 

7) The desalination plant & weir have gone quiet again, again costing millions. 

8) Gini factors have died, but continue to rise. 

9) We don’t have zoning regulations. Yet areas of Sedgefield are been wrecked in a desperate short-

term attempt to help cash-flow. Giving erf 312 business (never defined) rights will de-value erfs 074, 

075, 076, 077, 078 & Hannus Steyn’s homes & assets. We object and all that happens is “it is noted”. 

10) Latest edge talks about a very important 3rd group, the community. The community is the 1st & only 

important group. 

11) In the same paper for Sedgefield, the mayor writes only about Knysna, Sedgefield never mentioned. 

We look forward to you listening, feeding back & acting on real community issues. Remember many of 

you won’t survive next year, but God be willing, we will. 

IDP PUBLIC PARTICIPATION: 13th September 2011.  

In view of the latest IDP on the Knysna Web-page, dated 20th April 2011, of +-160 pages, I've decided to 

write my own IDP for Wards 1 & 2. Priority is not a suitable term to grade requirements or concerns of a 



community. All should be noted and dealt with as seriousness,time, effort and money allows. So what 

are Sedgefield/Smutsville/Sisemela's,(SSS) concerns? 

a. The N2 calming. Why? Because it costs lives. Only mentioned once in the official IDP 

documentation as “Projects identified for future MIG allocations, IDP code 095, page 133, 

allocating R50,000-00 for 2012-2013”, in-spite of many previous promises. Simple relocating of 

Speed signs, “no air-brake” signs, etc. will help at low cost. 

b. Housing. Mentioned as restrained because of Electricity shortage. 

c. Electricity shortage. Too technical a subject for ordinary citizens to comment on. But it should 

be noted that surge protection is becoming vital, and some citizens have experienced shocks 

from transmission line leakage. 

d. Flooding. The municipality charges rates & tariffs on all flood-able erven. Some believe that an 

open mouth means no floods, others that floods will happen anyway. This dilemma needs to be 

settled. And plans made to minimise damage, depending on the real truth. 

e. Adequate Water supply. Is the Karatara causeway the best & most suitable place to raise supply 

capacity? What about the Hoogekraal causeway? 

f. Vision & Mission. SSS need these. Education is the only sure way out of poverty in the 

Knowledge/Information Age. Thanks for your focus on wifi/SCADA e-system. But this is only a 

start. SSS has never had an active CDW, nor any in-put from KEDA, and ABET, now called AET, 

has not received meaningful media coverage. Who knows maybe SSS has untapped skills & 

talent that could relieve the burden of desperation & hopelessness on others at minor cost & 

effort. 

g. Safety & Security. The new Law Enforcement Centre is appreciated, thanks. What are the 24/7 

contact numbers? Landlines please. Encourage them to build community and work closely with 

SAPS, etc.. We hope they have access to a digital camera & recorder? Please introduce the 

Prohibition/Contravention Notice System to eliminate 80% of nuisance & petty crime. 

h. Storm-water-drainage. How are you going to protect the Estuary? 

i. Taverns. Parts of SSS need reviewing in this respect. 

j. Health. The location of Clinics & medical transportation need reviewing. 

k. Housing Densification. Please enlighten us what you have in mind. Bad surprises are never 

pleasant. Present citizens need to offer in-put. 

l. Economic. Over the recent years rates & tariffs have risen way above inflation. With the present 

and ongoing Economic situation this has & is placing huge challenges on citizens, particularly the 

poor. Much of these extra funds is perceived as ending up in a new elite's pockets of 

undeserving & under-serving officials, whose salaries have similarly been inflated. This needs 

reviewing. 

m. Ecological. The recent drought, Eskom challenges & Global warming all call for government to 

promote water storage, solar energy, more efficient energy systems, etc. by providing financially 



sound systems to help citizens convert to better systems to reduce demand on these scarce 

resources. 

n. Valuation & Location. The Knysna Municipality has allowed certain locations to deteriorate over 

the past periods causing true property values to drop. Worse still, when this has been brought 

to their attention in writing they have turned a blind eye and ignored the concerns, or worst 

still, allowed illicit behaviour to continue. This is neither fair nor good governance, and needs 

resolution. 

o. Financial. The IDP documentation indicates huge increases for rate-payers in the coming years. 

“The operating revenue budget over the MTREF amounts to R461.60 million, R499.66 million 

and R559.96 million from 2011/12, 2012/12 and 2012/14 financial years respectively.” How 

are you going to raise it in the present Economic & Property Slump? The only viable future is to 

re-engineer & re-structure the municipality. 

p. Budgeted in IDP. We note KM have R1 000 000-00 for 2011-2012 under community required, 

plus R8 956 000-00 under director identified for Wards 1 & 2. With R7 117 000-00 & R5 396 500-

00 for 2012-2013 & 2013-2014, respectively. Noted.  

Brian Hart, Rate-payer, Sedgefield. 

P. S. I attach Items presented at the IDP, Ward 1 meeting, Thursday, 04 November 2010, wihout 

diagrams. 

1. Items presented at the IDP, Ward 1 meeting, Thursday, 04 November 2010. 

2. Please give us a progress report on Simon Teyise’s CDW achievements in 2010 & plans for 2011 

in Sedgefield, see attached Ward 1 letter, on the right. 

3. Organogram for departments are out of date, Oct 2007. These need up-dating. 

4. Wouldn’t it be right and just that public participation meetings be run by a facilitator, who is 

neutral, honest, fair and without favour, in a brain-storming manner, are recorded, minutes 

issued to all concerned and matters followed up with feed-back. 

5. Regarding noise nuisance determination. All that is required to record and determine noise 

nuisance these days is a lap-top computer, some free soft-ware, un-manned, suitably positioned 

by an honest operator and unbeknownst to others, to record over random periods. Humans are 

generally creatures of habit and trends of un-necessary noise behaviour can be determined to 

alert suitable law-enforcement counter action. Most noise sources have known characteristics, 

which should be admissible in court. A visual oscilloscope, also freely available via Google, easily 

identifies when such nuisances occur and their audible cause. It then becomes a simple matter 

to determine the barrier(s) required reducing the noise below a nuisance level and if these are 

impossible, then the cause must be prohibited. 

6. Concerns the 2020 Plan launched under Ms Cole & Mr Daniels. It appears we’re not attaining 

sufficient progress towards this goal, in fact we may even be moving away from it. At the time 

the Plan was published Knysna had a lot going for it: the cleanest town awards, favourite town 



awards, reasonable rates & tariffs, low-crime, in fact a desirable town to retire in. These indices 

are all moving into undesirable territory. All our Frameworks need a revisit. 

7. Education is known to be a route away from poverty. This trend is bound to continue. With the 

launch of the 1st free wifi town system we were promoting this trend. The infrastructure was 

impressive, and no doubt costly, see image attached. KM’s unilateral decision to cancel/tamper-

with it is highly debatable. The bottom-line is all our citizens need HOPE in the future.  

8. All KM notices need to be in the local news-paper, the Action Adds is not sufficient. 

9. Knysna’s need to re-structure and re-engineer has not been seen to be attempted. The existing 

organisation structure is dated Oct ‘2007 and needs review frequently. Old processes need to be 

updated to 21st century technology. Simple things like effective communication as well as billing, 

meter-reading, noise-control, environmental enhancement, etc., all require effective systems 

put in place. 

10. In these harsh economic times some sorts of safety nets are required for the destitute. As local 

government you are involved, but we don’t observe this. 

11. KM needs to focus on many low-cost/high-benefit services/actions such as introducing a 

prohibition notice to petty offenders of by-laws so that 80% of petty crime will just cease, etc., 

see IDP image attached. Regarding Prohibition/Contravention Notices. A short search on Google 

revealed that numbers of Municipalities use these effective notices to enforce justice. Two such 

can be sent for your attention. I can ensure you that when they are set-up well they are 

extremely effective at minimum cost to the authority resulting in excellent benefits to those 

affected negatively; just ask the Labour and Justice Departments. 

12. Various laws required municipal activities need to receive focus, e.g. the IDP, SDBIP, etc. 

13. Financially, where are we going? What’s our vision in 5 ….. , 10 ….. , 20 years? 

14. Does KM have a Vision for Sedgefield? Can it be published for public participation? The Zoning 

Regulations need a revisit as does CBD enhancement. 

15. Water-, Electricity-, Safety-, Flooding- & Food Security all need local government focus. 

 

Brian Hart. 

Re-: IDP. 

Dear Ms Waring, 

as advertised in the 3rd Nov 2011 Action Adds, you invite community organisations, organised sector 

groups and stakeholders to RSVP not later than 4th Nov 2011 for the important IDP meeting to be 

held in Knysna, tomorrow. I comment as follows: 

(A) Communications to local community 

21. (1) When anything must be notified by a municipality through the media to the 

local community in terms of this Act or any other applicable legislation, it must be  



done–-(a) in the local newspaper or newspapers of its area; 

(b) in a newspaper or newspapers circulating in its area and determined by the 

council as a newspaper of record; or 

(c) by means of radio broadcasts covering the area of the municipality. 

(B) Admission of public to meetings 

20. (1) Meetings of a municipal council and those of its committees are open to the 

public, including the media, and the council or such committee may not exclude the  

public, including the media, from a meeting, except when— 

(a) it is reasonable to do so having regard to the nature of the business being 

transacted; and 

(b) a by-law or a resolution of the council specifying the circumstances in which 

the council or such committee may close a meeting and which complies with  

paragraph (a). authorises the council or such committee to close the meeting 

to the public. 

(2) A municipal council, or a committee of the council, may not exclude the public. 

including the media, when considering or voting on any of the following matters: 

(a) A draft by-law tabled in the council;  

(b) a budget tabled in the council; 

(c) the municipality’s draft integrated development plan, or any amendment of 

the plan, tabled in the council; 

(d) the municipality’s draft performance management system, or any amendment 

of the system, tabled in the council;  

(e) the decision to enter into a service delivery agreement referred to in section 

76(b); or 

(f) any other matter prescribed by regulation. 

(C) neither stakeholders nor organised sector groups nor community organisations are defined. 

(D) please ensure that a properly arranged IDP meeting is held in Sedgefield. 

(E) inform me of any matter 'prescribed by council'. 

(F) ensure that my matters raised at IDP meetings are tabled. 

Yours faithfully, 

Brian Hart, ratepayer, Sedgefield. 

1) To Cllr Hart, 7th Oct 2014, re- IDP 2015-2016. As you can see many concerns were sub-mitted years 

ago. Today most, if not all still need attention. Please read questions clearly & loudly so all can 

understand them, then answer them clearly, loudly and honestly. Not Grant Easton nor Maughn-Brown, 

both of whom have peculiar accents (as kindly said as possible).  

2) Items presented at the IDP, Ward 1 meeting, Thursday, 04 November 2010. 

3) Please give us a progress report on Simon Teyise’s CDW achievements in 2010 & plans for 2011 in 

Sedgefield, see attached Ward 1 letter, on the right. No CDW yet in Sedgefield, Smutsville nor Sizamile 

to date. 



4) Organograms for departments are out of date, Oct 2007. These need up-dating. Still not complete, 

names needed. 

5) Wouldn’t it be right and just that public participation meetings be run by a facilitator, who is neutral, 

honest, fair and without favour, in a brain-storming manner, are recorded, minutes issued to all 

concerned and matters followed up with feed-back. Needs attention. 

6) Regarding noise nuisance determination. All that is required to record and determine noise nuisance 

these days is a lap-top computer, some free soft-ware, un-manned, suitably positioned by an honest 

operator and unbeknownst to others, to record over random periods. Humans are generally creatures of 

habit and trends of un-necessary noise behaviour can be determined to alert suitable law-enforcement 

counter action. Most noise sources have known characteristics, which should be admissible in court. A 

visual oscilloscope, also freely available via Google, easily identifies when such nuisances occur and their 

audible cause. It then becomes a simple matter to determine the barrier(s) required reducing the noise 

below a nuisance level and if these are impossible, then the cause must be prohibited. No action yet. 

7) Concerns the 2020 Plan launched under Ms Cole & Mr Daniels. It appears we’re not attaining 

sufficient progress towards this goal, in fact we may even be moving away from it. At the time the Plan 

was published Knysna had a lot going for it: the cleanest town awards, favourite town awards, 

reasonable rates & tariffs, low-crime, in fact a desirable town to retire in. These indices are all moving 

into undesirable territory. All our Frameworks need a revisit. Including now the ISDF & Arup reports. 

8) Education is known to be a route away from poverty. This trend is bound to continue. With the launch 

of the 1st free wifi town system we were promoting this trend. The infrastructure was impressive, and no 

doubt costly, see image attached. KM’s unilateral decision to cancel/tamper-with it is highly debatable. 

The bottom-line is all our citizens need HOPE in the future. Still wait for wifi for the poor & the CDW. 

9) All KM notices need to be in the local news-paper, the Action Adds is not sufficient. Still applies. How 

can you advertise in the “Action Adds” only on the 2nd Oct 2014 for today? 

10) Knysna’s need to re-structure and re-engineer has not been seen to be attempted. The existing 

organisation structure is dated Oct ‘2007 and needs review frequently. Old processes need to be 

updated to 21st centaury technology. Simple things like effective communication as well as billing, 

meter-reading, noise-control, environmental enhancement, etc., all require effective systems put in 

place. No evidence that anything has been done. 

11) In these harsh economic times some sorts of safety nets are required for the destitute. As local 

government you are involved, but we don’t observe this. Still true 4 years latter. 

12) KM needs to focus on many low-cost/high-benefit services/actions such as introducing a prohibition 

notice to petty offenders of by-laws so that 80% of petty crime will just cease, etc, see IDP image 

attached. Regarding Prohibition/Contravention Notices. A short search on Google revealed that 

numbers of Municipalities use these effective notices to enforce justice. Two such can be sent for your 

attention. I can ensure you that when they are set-up well they are extremely effective at minimum cost 

to the authority resulting in excellent benefits to those affected negatively; just ask the Labour and 

Justice Departments. Not done yet & no evidence that it is in the pipe-line 



13) Various laws required municipal activities need to receive focus, e.g. the IDP, SDBIP, etc. Still applies. 

The current IDP has 304 pages, many of which make no sense. Your municipality hardly complies with 

Section 5 of the “municipality systems act” among others. 

14) Financially, where are we going? What’s our vision in 5 ….. , 10 ….. , 20 years? Still applies. 

15) Does KM have a Vision for Sedgefield? Can it be published for public participation? The Zoning 

Regulations need a revisit as does CBD enhancement. Your knysna vision is a lie. Most people do not 

prosper in knysna. Your Mission is meaningless and doesn’t lay the path to your Vision. 

16) Water-, Electricity-, Safety-, Flooding- & Food Security all need local government focus. Still applies. 

Sedgefield received much of its water in Sep 2014 from the emergency 100mm pipe-line from the 

Hoogekraal River. The R7 100 000-00 Karatara Weir didn’t prevent salt back-flow from Swartvlei. 

17) Many concerns in the current IDP have been there for years, without attention and action. 

18) Elections are approaching and the current politicians & ward committees should be very concerned. 

19) Pot-hole dodgem is becoming a boring, dangerous & costly game. 

20) Economic development needs urgent action in Sedgefield, Smutsville & Sizamile. 

21) Why have reports on gini-factors been dropped? 

22) Knysna can’t afford 19 Cllrs @ +- R50 000-00 per month. 

23) Ditto 6 directors @ +- R1 500 000-00 per annum, each. 

24) Again, please give, or send me the disaster management plan for Sedgefield. 

25)  

Brian Hart. 



CDWs & www access for SSS. 

THANKS Grant for sending to Eben. Here is one I missed for him. 

 

Following the IDP & Budget meetings last night in Ward 1, I'll definitely 

encourage you to report my utter disgust that by now, Wednesday 29 April 2015, 

there has never been a CDW's day's  work in SSS, (Sedgefield, 

Smutsville, Sezamela). The Act was promulgated in 2000, clearly stating 

that LG (local government) was responsible for economic development. Nearly 

14 years later K (Knysna) LG has done nothing to help the best balanced 

skills-for-needs community anywhere in AFRICA, here in SSS. All that's 

needed is a passionate CDW and access by the needy communities to the www. 

Being proactive is an old concept, and much better than fighting epidemics 

in the long run. The NDP calls for increases in CDW activity and DIGITAL 

access. "*In the immediate and medium term, the country Policy proposals 

address the skills deficit in the social welfare sector needs to increase 

the supply of four categories of social service professionals to respond to 

the demand for appropriate basic social welfare services. These categories 

are social workers, auxiliary or assistant social workers, community 

development workers, and child and youth care workers." "Today, about 17 

percent of South Africa's population is able to access the internet - a 

number that is rising by about 20 percent a year. The use of digital 

communications has changed society in ways that are not yet fully 

understood. It is clear, however, that young people have embraced the new 

media, and this represents a potentially powerful means of fostering social 

inclusion". From the NDP.*** 

 

Think of the hundreds or thousands of kids who could have been helped away 

from drugs, sex, alcohol & rock-'n-roll over the years as well as their 

parents, families, etc............. and weep. 

 

Brian Hart, Sedgefield ratepayer. 











Afternoon Eben 

  

I am writing on behalf of community. 

The community is requesting that hiring of the hall fees be waivered for community members, as 

a large portion of the community cannot afford the fees and therefore cannot hire the hall for 

functions.  The hall is often not in use due to the expense of hiring it and the community would 

really like to use the facilities. 

  

The fees for halls as indicated in the 2015/16 tabled budget should really be re-considered by 

Council before the final budget is approved.  

  

Kind regards 

Paulina Jafta 

Ward One committee member  
 



Hi Willie 

  

Dankie vir die uitklaring. Ons het reeds die regte projek: "Completion of Water pipe system to 

all residents" op die prioriteitslys aangebring an dit sal ook so in die finale IDP dokument 

verskyn.  

  

Die behoefte is ook so deurgegee na die begrotingskantoor van die munisipaliteit sowel as ons 

Tegniese Dienste Direktoraat.  

  

Groete 



G Easton  
Municipal Manager. 
  
Dear Sir , 
  
We object on the rate and valuation of the said property rates for the following reason and 
note this objection should be applied retrospectively. 
  
  
Background: 
  
The said property was managed by Mr. W Krauss , unfortunately he passed away last year on 
the 20 July 2014 , after a long battle with cancer and had  
not been able to manage his affair for the preceding 18 month before his passing ( Attached 
death certificate) 
  
I only became aware of the situation relating to the rates and arrear rates on receiving a 
summons for payment on the 30 March 2015 and that he had applied for a revaluation but not 
an objection to the rate applied. 
  
The rates and taxes in all the years prior to year 2011 were R 3964.35 per annum with a 
discount of 50 % resulting in a net rate amount per year of R 1982.17 
The rates then changed in year 2012 to R 85987.44  with a discount of 50 % ( Changed to 40 % 
in 2013 ) resulting in a net rate amount per year of R 52624.57 (2013) 
  
The property was valued at R 15 400 000  in 2012 and this has been adjusted to R 8300 000.00 
currently , resulting in a rate amount of R 37 090.34 
  
I can not see how a increase from R 1982.17 to R 37 090.34 can be justified  ( 18 x the prior 
assessment , 1 800 % increase this is madness and could not be constitutional) 
  
As the property dose not generate any income these rate can not be afforded , we have the 
property on the market for  6 000 000  with Lew Geffen in Sedgefield 
as we have no means of paying the rates, but unfortunately there have been no offer even at 
this price in the last 10 months. ( After Mr. Krauss passing) 
  
Other factors effecting the rate amount and valuation. 
  
The size of the property is listed as 64.3891 hectares , but of this that a 30 hectares has been 
reserved by the road department for road construction 
leaving only 34 hectares.  
  
Of the remaining portion , 25 % is on a sever slope of 30 Degrees and more , and cant be used 
resulting in a net area of 25,5 Hectares. 



The only function of the land currently is the following: 
  
- Small residential accommodation 
- Some  pine trees 
- Fynbosh preservation and a few indigenous protea plants 
- Small bee keeping facility 
  
  
No services are supplied to the property 
  
- We are responsible for our own water 
-We are responsible for our own refuse removal 
- We are responsible for the road maintenance 
- We had to buy the transformer,cable, poles and installation of electricity when this was 
available some 30 years ago. 
- There are no services supplied. 
  
Please could we find a solution to the problem as outlined. 
  
Thank you 
Neville Krauss 
  
  
 



 
           Old Belvidere Residents Association 
 
           Dear Municipal Manager 
 
On behalf of the residents of Old Belvidere and the Committee of OBCC, I wish to formally 
submit this application for the above matter to be considered by the IDP review and budget for 
2015/2016. 
 
The state of Upper Hill Street has been under consideration since 2010, when it reached the 
stage when two alternative costing were done for this very purpose with no final result.   Since 
then, every year at this time, an application has been made to Council for the matter to become 
a reality and the road to be up-graded.   Prior to 2012 this gravel road has seen regular flooding 
due to the road, apart from being on a steep gradient, starting from the entrance from the 
Brenton rd, curving downwards and rising again to the end of the road.   The level of the road 
favors the lower houses causing the rain water to flood the houses and garages in the winter 
months.   In summer the traffic creates clouds of dust from cars who also drive at speed with no 
consideration for the safety of home owners.    
 
Over recent years, with the completion of houses being built on the available plots in Upper 
Hill, plus the fact that no through flow of traffic, the road has become extremely busy impacting 
on the fragile road surface, which then requires regular maintenance, thereby escalating costs 
to the Municipality and very unhappy residents, who continuously complain about damage to 
their vehicles.   The full contingent of houses have benefitted the Council by way of added rates 
and taxes, but unfortunately has also increased the water run-off due to brick driveways, roofs 
etc.   It really has now got to the stage where something has to be done to construct this road 
correctly in order to cope with the storm water damage, potholes, erosion resulting in regular 
maintenance, costs escalating etc. etc.   When homes have to receive building repairs and 
alterations, the road is literally churned up and dangerous to navigate. 
 
Discussions have been had with the powers that be for some time now, to enter into a 
partnership agreement to share the costs to have the road paved/cement strips etc. etc. as has 
happened in other parts of our area.   Now that the wall on plot 565, Upper Hill Street has been 
moved back by approx... Two meters, the entrance of Upper Hill can now be widened 
accordingly, to allow cars to pass safely and to be finally paved. 
 
Our request is sincere and urgent.   I realise that there are other wards who also need urgent 
attention and hope that this time our request will be successful. 
 
We look forward to receiving your comments. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Len Dabner 



Chairman 
OBCC 
Roads Portfolio 
 





My comments on the BUDGET 2015-2016:  
 

1st, my comments of a year-ago are still ignored, especially, “But worse, far worse is 
the fact that Annexure 7 shows near zero alignment with the IDP, a 
requirement of the "Quality Certificate". Please explain”, as copied below.  
2nd, our LOCAL AREA has but a few years to provide HOPE for the huge % of house-
holds with no or little income: 16.4% in 2011, up from 14.4% in 2001 with zero 
income. Addressing this should be our primary focus, but I can’t see money for this for 
(wards 1 & 2), Karatara, Sizamile-Smutsville (S_S) & SEDGEFIELD. 
3rd, I’ve attended many Knysna Municipal meetings on IDPs, Budgets, etc, but have 
never received any minutes on these. Attached find recorded minutes from a consultant 
with public participation comments. You need to attend to this. 
4th, municipal costs, salaries, expenditure, rates, borrowings, tariffs, population & 
poverty continue to climb year-by-year, yet the economy, jobs, employment 
opportunities, money-flow & standards are stagnant or falling year-by-year.  
 
At sometime something must give and failures arrive. 
My comments a year ago: 
brian hart <biddybrian@gmail.com> 6/22/12 

to Lauren, EDGE, bcc: Levael, bcc: Pete, bcc: Hennie  
Dear MM L Waring, 
I'd hoped it would never be necessary to continue to write unenthusiastic emails to the 
MM, that you would stabilise the ship & we'd have plain sailing into the sunset. Alas, I 
see you've been made to include a "Quality Certificate". This raises the question, "What 
is Quality?" The fundies on quality assurance define "quality" "as meeting the 
requirements of the CLIENT without defects". 
Firstly, 532 pages MUST include some defects. It is far too long. Secondly the 
ratepayers in Ward X shouldn't need to dig for Ward X stuff through the whole 532 
page manuscript.  
I decided to focus only on Sedgefield, Wards 1 & 2, just in Annexure 7's 29 pages. 
Attached find my corrections circled in red, all 26 of them. That’s nearly 1 per page, just 
on Sedgefield/Smutsville/Karatara’s focus. I'm positive a real Marker would find way in 
excess of 500 defects overall. 
But worse, far worse is the fact that Annexure 7 shows near zero alignment with the 
IDP, a requirement of the "Quality Certificate". Please explain. 
Lauren Waring <lwaring@knysna.gov.za> 6/22/12 

to Anita, me, EDGE  
Good evening 

I note your comments and have requested the CFO to respond, as I am out of town 
until late next week. 
Thank you 

>>> brian hart <biddybrian@gmail.com> 22/06/2012 18:15 >>> 

Knysna Municipality 

Email usage Policy 
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EXTRACTS FROM BUDGET 2015-2016 FOR (wards 1, 2), Karatara, Sizamile-
Smutsville (S_S) & SEDGEFIELD: 
 

There is also space for improvement in the rather conservative chemical monitoring 
programme implemented in systems like the one at Sedgefield. 
The need for process audits is even higher when considering the advanced technology 
(such as desalination processes) employed in Knysna and Sedgefield. 
Water Infrastructure - Raw Water: Sedgefield Supply SFA1 No Infrastructure - Water 

Water purification – – 3 070 1 654 – New 

6.11.3 Sedgefield OH Line Capital Contribution R 108 R 114 R 121 R 129 

6.17.3 Sedgefield Travelling Rate (± 10km) R 35 R 37 R 39 R 42 

9.1.1.4 Sedgefield New Cemetery per plot R 355 R 382 R 411 R 442 

9.1.2.3 Sedgefield New Cemetery per plot R 570 R 613 R 659 R 708 

9.2.2 Where preparation of the grave is done by a third party, excluding Knysna and 
Sedgefield 

Cemeteries per burial R 0 R 0 R 0 R 0 

Sedge Library Handrails Council General Expenses 15 

Equipment Play park Sedgefiled Parks & Recreation 152 

10MVA Incomer Transformer Sedgefield - Additional Electricity Distribution 1 760 

Sedge to Isle:Bicycle Track&Wway(Ln) Rds,S/Wtr,Drainage:Streets 600 50 50 50 50 50 

50 50 50 50 50 50 50 600 

PTF - SedgeTaxi Rank (Own-Cash) Rds,S/Wtr,Drainage:Streets 100 

EPWP: Sedgefield dune rehabilitation Rds,S/Wtr,Drainage:Streets 344 

Sedge Rank (PTI grant) - R/Over R498k Rds,S/Wtr,Drainage:Streets 596 

MIG149009 Ancillary Sedge WTW (Cloud 9 pipeline) Water Purification Works 3 070 1 

535 1 535 3 070 1 654 

4.1.2a Sewerage Charge - Smutsville / Sizamile STED System (subject to 4.2.2 above) 

Per unit, p.a. R 177 R 191 R 206 R 223 

6.3.17.6.4 Smutsville Netball Club R 1.3700 

1.4522 R 1.5466 R 1.6471 

6.3.17.6.5 Smutsville Sports Club per kWh R 39.6700 R 4 

http://www.knysna.gov.za/software/documents/ElectronicMailDisclaimer.pdf
tel:50505050600


2.0502 R 44.7835 R 47.6944 

(v) For the operation of the septic tank effluent drainage system [STED] in Smutsville 
and Sizamile an annual sewerage charge shall be levied for the effluent discharged into 
the Council's sewer system. 
MIG203385 MPC Smutsville Halls / Facilities 132 1 755 439 439 439 439 1 755 1 755 1 

755 

Smutsville Sportsfield Sport Fields 400 70 70 60 70 70 60 400 

 

MINUTES FROM a CONSULTANT’s meeting FOR (wards 1, 2, 5), Karatara, 

Rheenendal, Sizamile-Smutsville (S_S) & SEDGEFIELD: 

17th May 2012 (wards 1, 2, 5), Karatara, Rheenendal, Sizamile-Smutsville (S_S) & 

SEDGEFIELD: 

· 30 year strategy is too long. 

· A farm project was initiated in Karatara by approximately 40 individuals who came up 
with a 10 year plan, working with tenant farmers. The costs were deemed too high and 

they couldn’t leverage enough finance to make it happen. 

· A house burned down over the weekend – access for fire brigade is a problem (it 

takes 20 minutes from Sedgefield to S-S). 

· An ageing population made their living catching oysters. The youth now have limited 
opportunity since SANparks (this needs to be checked – not sure if this area is managed 
by SANParks) have restricted access to the rocks between Lake Pleasant and Buffalo 

Bay. This could present an opportunity for some of these youth to earn a good income. 

· Bring the train back. 

· Crèches are run from people’s houses – a joined up facility would be desirable. 

· Education in vocational skills is critical, not woolly ‘life skills’. 

· Fire station and police station reiterated as critical in S-S. 

· Housing is a problem – they claim there is not enough land, however it is apparent 

that there is empty land available. 

· KM focuses too much on Knysna town itself. 

· KM should facilitate more pressure on Province for education and other requirements 

under their control. 

· Land should be identified for a high school, there is a regulation that Gr8 and above 
cannot be on the same property at school as Gr R. 

tel:1321755439
tel:439439439
tel:60707060400


 

· Older folks drawing social grants struggle with the complicated nature of having to 
remember pin-codes etc, and transport to collection points. Could this not be done 

closer to the people (there is a community hall which could be used for this purpose)? 

· Relatively low income, many not contributing to the rates base. 

· Rheenendal - The fire brigade must travel from Knysna – too long. 

· School goes to Gr 8, thereafter students must travel either to George or Knysna. 

There is a low percentage of students completing Gr12. 

· Some guy in George is making wooden toys for education. He wants to employ 
Karatata people (25), but is waiting for the green light for a factory (land is available). 

· Sports facilities are important – they would help reduce the crime rate. Several ‘illegal’ 

facilities operate 

· S-S has a long term hope to attract tourists. A small route has been introduced selling 

crafts to tourists who do drive through S-S. It could be promoted more. 

· Stimulating the economy requires the youth to be trained. 

· The clinic in town is too small with no waiting area. People must wait in the rain often. 

From S-S they must walk or get a shuttle which is expensive. 

· The fire brigade must travel from Knysna – too long. 

· The parks board is a major obstacle. Some guy took some initiative to clear the bridge 
to the lagoon in Sedgefield and he was prosecuted. 

· The tourist industry should include those areas not in Knysna town itself, for example 
local forest people should be given a chance to host visitors and tour guides should 
promote this. There was a document prepared in 1913 which recommended the forest 
workers become part of the formal economy. 

· There are too few service points for grants and too few officials. 

· There is a crime and drug use problem. 

· There is a desire to grow organic food in Karatara – land and water is available, but 
some funding is required to get netting, pipes and pumps up and running. Could 

Telkom gumpoles be used (there is a big pile lying around in Katatura). 

· There is a general apathy in the rate payers association. 

· There is a successful worm farm project in Rheenendal (they had guidance from Red 

door, now taken over by Nedbank). 



 

· There is an abundance of human capital in the area – many would be willing to give 

up time to mentor, advise etc. KM needs to facilitate in an appropriate way. 

· There is lots of fresh water in Karatara, why are dams not built to service coastal 

areas subject to drought? 

· There is no electrification in parts because there are no proclaimed erf numbers. 

· There is NO police presence in S-S, this is a huge concern. 

· There is very little development there. 

· There should be maintenance regulations for public buses. 

· There was a house which burned down over the weekend – access for fire brigade is a 

problem (it takes 20 minutes from Sedgefield to S-S). 

· There was a sentiment that people should try and form collaborative groups (eg 
education professionals etc) which KM should help facilitate. 

· There was an area against the mountain in Karatara identified for tourists (against the 

mountain) – finance lacking to make it happen. 

· Tourists to be exposed to forest people’s culture, and have a chance to stay for a 

night or two there rather than in the hotels. 

· Transport for children is a major issue – buses are unsafe and must travel to Hornlee 
for high school. Parents worry about their children and sometimes don’t send them to 
school. 

· Until 1996 Sedgefield was a separate municipality. They still do not ‘feel’ part of 
Knysna. They comprise 25% of overall rates base and expressed discontentment at 

their positive cash balance disappearing on joining KM. 

· Ward committees are not seen as representative of the whole ward, therefore there is 
some apathy. 

· Women have technical skills in eg baking, but require business and marketing 
assistance, so that they can develop coffee shops for tourists. 

· Youngsters are lost to the cities because there is insufficient opportunity for them. 

Regards, 

Brian Hart. 

Ward 2 Sedgefield 
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Council  

SUBMISSION RECEIVED ON THE 2015/16 MTREF 

29 May 2015 

REPORT FROM DIRECTOR: FINANCIAL SERVICES 

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 

To itemize the submissions received on the 2015/2016 MTREF and the Council 
responses thereto. 

BACKGROUND 

APPROVAL OF MTREF 2015/2016 
 
Section 23 of the Municipal Finance Management Act states, 

(1) When the annual budget has been tabled, the municipal council must  

(2) consider any views of – 

a. the local community; and  

b. the National Treasury, the relevant provincial treasury and any 

provincial or national organs of state or municipalities which made 

submissions on the budget. 

(3) After considering all budget submissions, the council must give the mayor 

an opportunity— 

a. to respond to the submissions; and 

b. if necessary, to revise the budget and table amendments for 

consideration by the council. 

SUBMISSIONS & RESPONSES 

Council has by the closing date of 1 May 2015 received thirteen submissions 
from the public.   The submissions are attached as annexures. The salient points 
of the submissions are as follows. 
 
Submission A: Ms M R Moos 
 
The list is as follows: 

(a) A Service Centre for the elderly 
(b) Youth skills centre/facility 
(c) Thusong  Centre 
(d) Aids Council 
(e) A permanent library structure 
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(f) A play park in Kanonkop 
(g) Recreational  Areas 
(h) Guardians above the New Apostolic Church 

 
The above list contains matters that falls beyond our mandate, but continued 
discussions are held with role players within the other spheres of government 
e.g. Western Cape IDP Indaba, to address the needs within our community. 
 
The Thusong Centre is dependent on Grant Funding. This has been highlighted 
as a priority for the Northern Areas throughout the Budget and IDP roadshows. 
Some of the other needs could be addressed via the Ward 8 Project allocations. 
 
Submission B: Mr A Tooley (Ward 1 Committee Member) 
 
This submission relates to the provision of low cost housing, which at the 
brickyard, dump and school site are dependent on the upgrade of the bulk 
infrastructure for which no budget provision has been made.  Planning 
consultants are currently finalizing layout plans for the aforementioned sites.  
Electrification will take place in the Gaatjie.  Provision has been made for the 
upgrade of the Waste Water Treatment Works. 
 
 
Submission C:  Mr Brain Hart 
 
A number of issues were raised which can be regarded as administrative in 
nature which therefore cannot be addressed in our Budget.  Copies of these 
concerns will be forwarded to the Directorates for a direct response to Mr Hart’s 
issues.  He raises an issue of housing development in Sedgefield for which no 
budget provision is made.  The response is therefore the same as for submission 
B.  
 
Submission D:  Thubatsi Street Community 
 
A request was submitted for the following matters to be addressed namely street 
paving, Guard Rails, Storm Water Pipes and the water pressure in the area. 
 
Budget provision has been made but it is dependent on the re prioritization of 
projects within Ward 8. 
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Submission E: Mr Dave Reynell – Cycleway along George Rex Drive 
 
This is currently not a priority however Council could consider this as a future 
project during the overall re-generation and development of the George Rex 
Road and adjacent areas.  The contribution and value to recreation and sport is 
noted. 
 
Submission F:  Ms Paulina Jafta 
 
She raised the concern of Hall Rental fees where residents cannot afford the 
fees.  The Municipal Manager has the delegated authority to waive upon 
application  for special merit cases. 
 
Submission G: Mr Neville Krause 
 
The matter regarding an objection against the value and rates imposed against 
the late owner’s property will be addressed  administratively. 
 
Submission I:  Old Belvidere Residents Association 
 
The state of Upper Hill Street is of great concern and a submission in this regard 
has been submitted previously.  It is recommended that Council considers 
entering into a Public Private Partnership to upgrade the road.  Also of note is the 
funding made available for a Grader for the maintenance of gravel roads until 
such time that  a permanent solution is attained.  
 
Submission J:  PROVINCE   
 
Western Cape Government 
 
 
The assessment is based on the budget assumption as per the budget 
document.  The budget assumptions are reviewed for completeness, credibility 
and reasonableness as it forms the basis upon which the new MTREF is 
prepared. 
 
Key Points and Risks raised by Province 
 

(a) The 2015/16 tabled budget is underlined by the guidelines issued in 
MFMA Circulars 74 and 75 and previous budget Circulars by National 
Treasury. 
 

(b) Budget assumptions are credible and reasonable. 
 

(c) Province recommends that continued effective internal controls be 
implemented to ensure financial sustainability. 
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(d) The municipality must ensure that water and waste water management is 
fully cost effective. 
 

(e) The tabled budget has an operating deficit which is caused by non-cash 
items like depreciation and asset and debt impairment. 
 

(f) An adequate reserves budget to partially cash-back the non-cash items. 
 

(g) Tariff increases that are in excess of the CPI target set by National 
Treasury. 
 

(h) Tariffs might become unaffordable, year on year increase in outstanding 
debtors as a result of the prevailing economic conditions. 
 

(i) Depreciation and asset management that is partially cash backed which is 
of concern. 
 

(j) The budget for contracted services which is 3.7% of total operating 
expenditure which is within the norm set by National Treasury. 
 

(k) Appreciation for the detailed expenditure by type category (Table SA1). 
 

(l) A decline of 79% in consultant fees. 
 

(m)The 29% increase for repairs and maintenance to ensure a higher level of 
service delivery. 
 

(n) The reliance on external funding which is above the national norm. 
 

(o) A credible, sustainable budget has been tabled. 
 

(p) A concern is raised about the operating deficit. 
 

(q) The Municipality is advised to reconcile some of its budget tables e.g. SA 
18 to DORb. 
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Comments on the Provincial submissions 
 
A detailed LGMTEC 3 Assessment Report, Budget IDP Analysis and our 
presentation at the LGMTEC Engagement in response to Province findings and 
comment is attached for ease of reference. 
 
Submission K:  Mrs W Kalani 
 
A request for the upgrade and installation of new equipment for the play park 
along Old Toll Road has been received.  The request can be considered within 
the Ward Project Allocation. 
 
Submission L:  Mr Christopher Gould – Chairperson Knysna Heads 
Association 
 

A concern is submitted to Council for approximately R7.6m that has been 

included in the draft 2015-2016 budget for the replacement of asbestos water 

pipes which remains unfunded. Council has made funding available but this will 

unfortunately be a multi-year project. 

 

An alternative will be to consider entering into a Private Public Partnership. 

 

Submission M:  Ward 10 Budget Submission – CCTV Cameras 

 

The installation of CCTV cameras has been put on hold.  A comprehensive policy 

regarding the installation and use must first be developed to ensure that it is 

regulated. 

 
============================================================= 
 
 
IT IS RECOMMENDED 
 

(1) That the inputs/submissions made in respect of the 2015/16 MTREF be 
noted. 
 

(2) That the IDP and MTREF for 2015/16 be approved for implementation, 
commencing 1 July 2015. 



 

 
 

MEMORANDUM 
 
 

TO  The Mayor  

FROM  Budget Section 

cc 
Acting CFO 
Municipal Manager 

REGARDING 
Public Participation Budget & IDP 
 

                                 
1.  PURPOSE:   
   
  To provide  feedback to the Municipal Manager, Mayor and Councilors on Public Participation 

Budget and IDP meetings regarding issues raised by Public to be considered on budget. 
 
2.   BACKGROUND:  
   
  Legislation requires that after Draft IDP/Budget for the Municipality has been tabled Municipal 

officials must advertise  it  for Public comments within a month period and present  it  through 
Public Participation forums for engagements. 

 
This therefore is a summary of questions and concerns raised and comments on all the Wards 
by the Residents on date of meetings. 

 
3.   MOTIVATION:  
   
 

 
 
 



Applicable 
Ward 

Issues Raised Relevant 
Directorate 

Recommendation 

Ward	1		 Impact of tariff increases on the 
sustainability of households  

Finance  Tariff increases to be kept to the minimum in the 
2015/16 budget   

Electrification of informal settlements 
(Especially Gaaitjie, Beverly Hills and 
Slangepark)  

Electro-technical 
Services  

Application for funding for electrification must run 
parallel with the funding for housing projects  

The indigent subsidy and rebates have 
stayed stagnant for years and is not in line 
with current cost of living  

Finance  Subsidies and rebates to be reviewed as part of 
2015/16 budget policies  

 Fast track identification of land 
for housing delivery in informal 
settlements  

 Housing delivery must also 
accommodate backyard dwellers  

 Community to be informed of 
specific timeframes of housing 
delivery in Sedgefield   

Planning & 
Development  

 To be incorporated in the Human Settlement 
Plan  

 
 Continuous communication with community 

stakeholders regarding the human settlement 
processes  

Adequate water to be available for fire 
trucks in case of a fire  

Community Services  Ensure that fire & rescue services are always ready 
with all required resources available  

Appalling condition of eco-toilet facilities 
in informal settlements  

Planning & 
Development  

 Regular maintenance of existing eco-toilets  
 Connection of eco-toilets to the waterborne 

sewerage system  
Limited capacity of the WWTW to 
accommodate further housing 
development  

Technical Services  Upgrading of WWTW and other bulk services 
infrastructure to accommodate future development 
in the area  

Wheelie bin system for 
Smutsville/Sizamile  

Community Services  Phase in approach to ensure that the wheelie bin 
system is installed in all formal residential areas 
over a period of time  

Opening of the Sedgefield MPC by the 
Minister  

Community Services  Launch of the MPC in Sedgefield to be organized 
after completion of the project  

	    
Ward	2		 Limited employment and business 

opportunities for people in Karatara  
Planning & 
Development  

Rural Development Strategy to be developed as 
part of the CRDP  

Establish of shelters at taxi/bus pick-up 
points  

Technical Services  To be incorporated in ITP 

Provision of housing opportunities  Planning & 
Development  

Bulk infrastructure to be upgraded to accommodate 
future housing development projects  

Accelerate the transfer of houses process  Corporate Services  Currently underway  
Establishment of satellite fire services at 
Karatara  

Community Services  Currently underway  

Community expressed unhappiness about 
customer relations at Karatara office  

Corporate Services  To be addressed by Customer Care Unit  

	    
Ward	3		 Municipal public participation processes 

should not happen at the same time as 
other national and provincial public 
engagements such as the NCOP in 
Oudtshoorn   

Corporate Services  Effective alignment of public participation between 
the different spheres of government  

Roads in the ward are in a poor condition 
and roads budget are not spent cost-
effectively  

Technical Services  To be incorporated in the Pavement Management 
System of the municipality for the 2015/16 
financial year   

Lack of service delivery and development 
at Brackenhill and Diepwalle  

Planning & 
Development 

Issue of forestry villages to be addressed at relevant 
IGR forums  

Additional toilet facilities and standpipes 
at informal settlements 

Planning & 
Development 

To be incorporated in ABS programme  

Felling of trees in hazardous areas  Community Services  Commitment from relevant officials that trees will 
be felled in the next couple of weeks



	    
Ward	4		  Community requested feedback on the 

progress of the priorities identified 
over the last couple of years  

 They also wanted to know how much 
money was spend in the ward in the 
last couple of financial years  

Planning & 
Development  

A comprehensive progress report will be 
communicated to the community at the next round 
of public participation  

	  Poor condition of roads 
 Repairing of roads which have been 

damaged by floods   

Technical Services  To be incorporated in the Pavement Management 
System of the municipality for the 2015/16 
financial year   

Community requested feedback in respect 
of the meeting which municipal officials 
had with SANRAL  

Planning & 
Development  

 This matter will form part of the progress 
report to the community at the next round of 
public participation 

 Ward Councillor can also provide feedback to 
the community at his next public meeting in 
this regard   

Establishment of a Human Settlement 
office closer to the community  

Planning & 
Development  

Masifunde Human Settlement office will also 
service the community of Ward 4   

Accelerate the establishment of a MPC in 
White Location  

Community Services  After the completion of the MPC in Sedgefield, the 
Rheenendal one will be developed and the planning 
for the White Location will commence in the 
2015/16 financial year. It is expected that the 
construction of the White Location MPC will only 
start in 2016/17 

Dilapidated condition of old RDP houses 
in the ward  

Planning & 
Development  

Application for rectification programme was 
submitted to the Department of Human Settlements 
in this regard 

	    
Ward	5		 Shelter for the people waiting at the clinic  Community Services  Refer it to the Department of Health to incorporate 

this need when upgrading the existing clinic in 
Rheenendal  

Establishment of a swimming pool  Community Services  To be incorporated in the IDP long list and subject 
to prioritization process  

Poor condition of streets especially in Pine 
& Murray Streets  

Technical Services  To be incorporated in the Pavement Management 
System of the municipality for the 2015/16 
financial year   

Request for additional toilets and water 
standpipes at Lapland informal settlement  

Planning & 
Development  

To be incorporated into the Access to Basic 
Services (ABS) programme of Department of 
Human Settlements  

Felling of trees in hazardous areas  Community Services  Risk to be determined  
Building of outside toilets onto existing 
houses  

Planning & 
Development  

Audit of houses to be done and costing for such a 
project to be submitted to the budgeting process   

Putting up of solar geysers at houses that 
was not done as part of previous project  

Electro-technical 
Services  

Liaise with Eskom and Department of Energy 
regarding the resuming of the solar geyser project 

Establishment of a satellite fire station in 
Rheenendal  

Community Services  Feasibility study to be done in this regard  

Limited space in the existing graveyard in 
Rheenendal and the graveyard needs to be 
fenced  

Community Services   Land to be identified for the expansion of the 
existing graveyard 

 Fencing of the graveyard will be done in the 
2014/15 financial year  

 More frequent public transport 
services for people working in 
Brenton, Buffalo Bay & Belvidere 

 Putting up of shelters at taxi/bus pick 
up points  

Technical Services  To be incorporated in Knysna Integrated Transport 
Plan (ITP)  

Resurfacing of the Brenton Road  Technical Services  To be incorporated in the Pavement Management 
System of the municipality for the 2015/16 
financial year   

	    



Ward	6		 Accelerate the housing rectification 
programme in Hornlee  

Planning & 
Development  

To be incorporated into the housing rectification 
programme of 2015/16  

Additional toilets and standpipes in the Ou 
Pad, Hlalani and Marikana informal 
settlements 

Planning & 
Development  

To form part of the ABS programme and the 
housing delivery project in that area  

	 Equitable distribution of funds and 
delivery of services across the ward  

Technical Services  Priorities and backlogs will determine the allocation 
of resources   

Housing programme for backyard dwellers 
in Hornlee  

Planning & 
Development  

Hornlee densification model to be considered by 
Council  

   
Putting up of street lights along the N2 
from Lamco to the Bakery  

Electro-technical 
Services  

Costing to be done in this regard  

   
Putting up of lighting along the footpath 
from Lamco to the industrial area  

Electro-technical 
Services  

Costing to be done  

   
Additional fire hydrants in all areas  Community Services  Audit to be done and gaps to be identified  

	    
Ward	7		  IDP priorities should also include 

environmental conservation  
 Sewerage spills in the estuary  

Planning & 
Development  

Weekly Estuary Pollution Action Committee is 
addressing this matter  

Poor condition of roads  Technical Services  To be incorporated in the Pavement Management 
System of the municipality for the 2015/16 
financial year   

Additional funding for the upgrading of 
the Bongani sports field  

Community Services  R 700 000 is available for this project on the 
2015/16 financial year  

Housing rectification programme  Planning & 
Development  

To be incorporated into the housing rectification 
programme of 2015/16  

Connection of the eco-toilets in Bongani to 
the sewerage system  

Technical Services  All eco-toilets to be connected to the water-borne 
sewerage system  

Rhobololo area to be incorporated in Ward 
4  

Corporate Services  Submission made to Demarcation Board to 
incorporate Rhobololo into ward 4  

Provision of services and electricity to the 
people living in Rhobololo  

Technical Services  The area is pard of the road reserve belonging to 
SANRAL  

Putting up of guardrails  Technical Services  Gaurdrails to be put up along strategic routes  
Felling of trees in hazardous areas Community Services  Risk to be determined  

	    
Ward	8	 Repairing and regular clean-up of the 

storm water channel in Ethembeni  
Technical Services  Clean-up projects will be embarked on in the 

2015/16 financial year  
Establishment of a sports field in 
Concordia  

Community Services  To be incorporated in the Sport Development 
Master Plan. The Joodse Kamp sport field also 
forms part of ward 8  

Budget must reflect Council’s commitment 
towards youth development and especially 
job creation and entrepreneurship amongst 
the youth  

Community Services  Youth Advisors to be empowered to implement 
effective youth development initiatives   

Emerging farming support programme  Planning & 
Development  

 Identify suitable land for agricultural activity  
 Liaise with the Department of Agriculture to 

roll-out a support programme for emerging 
farmers  

Concern raised regarding the 
implementation of MSAC 

Finance  MSAC will be re-considered after the General 
Valuation Roll is completed  

Establishment of a community hall  Community Services  Costing to be done in this regard  
Non-availability of water happens 
regularly without prior notification  

Technical Services  Water reticulation system to be upgraded  

	    
Ward	9		 Housing delivery in Hornlee other than the 

ABSA development  
Planning & 
Development  

Review of the Human Settlement Plan which will 
also cater for backyard dwellers in Hornlee 

Retaining walls in hazardous areas  Planning & Audit to be done of critical needs for retaining 



 

Development  walls  
Replacement of old water pipelines at the 
Heads  

Technical Services  Formal budget submission have been made in this 
regard  

	 Skills development programme for the 
youth  

Community Services  Youth Advisors to be empowered to implement 
effective youth development initiatives   

	    
Ward	10		 Concern raised about the substantial water 

losses  
Technical Services  Water conservation and demand management 

strategy to be implemented effectively  
Upgrading of bulk services infrastructure 
to keep track of future development in the 
area  

Technical Services  Will be incorporated into the ISDF process  

Installation of pre-paid electricity meters 
for all households   

Electro-technical 
Services  

Process is currently underway  

Current waste management system is very 
expensive  

Community Services  Feasibility study to be done on a more cost 
effective waste management system  

Re-design of informal trading space on 
George Rex Drive  

Planning & 
Development  

Costing to be done in this regard  

Conversion of Brenton Hall into a  mini-
convention center  

Community Services  Feasibility study to be done in this regard  

   


